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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project proposes vertical and horizontal additions to the existing 1,200 square-foot, one-story, singlefamily home. Work includes a new 2-car garage at the front of the subject lot. The project has been
modified since the original proposal – the two lower levels above the proposed garage have been
removed and a tiered landscaped open space area is now proposed in the existing hillside. The front wall
of the house will be removed and replaced with a new facade. The roof will be removed and a new
second floor added.
Public-Initiated Discretionary Review
A Public-Initiated request for Discretionary Review was filed during the Building Permit Notification
period.
Variance
The project requests a Variance for the demolition and replacement of the roof of the existing
noncomplying structure at the rear, constituting an increase in the volume of the building envelope in the
required rear yard (Planning Code Section 134).
Withdrawal of Staff-Initiated Discretionary Review (DR)
The Staff-Initiated DR associated with this project has been withdrawn. On January 16, 2018, the Project
Sponsor submitted revised plans that modified the proposed design to meet the comments specified by
the Residential Design Team (and thereafter the Residential Advisory Design Team) by modifying the
massing of the project at the street to reinforce the 2-story-building-perched-on-a-hill feeling through
removal of the originally proposed two lower levels above the garage. The proposal now includes a
tiered landscaped open space area to emphasize a landscaped hillside. After additional review with
Design Staff, based on these modifications, the Department determined that the project is now consistent
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with the Residential Design Guidelines. Therefore, a Staff-Initiated Discretionary Review is no longer
required.

SITE DESCRIPTION AND PRESENT USE
The project is located on the north side of 28th Street, between Castro and Diamond Streets, Block 6604,
Lot 008. The subject property is approximately 2,850 square feet. The lot slopes steeply upward to the
north and the building sits well above street grade. The subject building abuts the neighbor to the west
but is separated from the neighbor to the east as that property faces Castro Street. From the sidewalk, a
cobblestone pathway winds up the hillside and meets a path that accesses the primary entrance to the
right side of the existing building. The depth of the lot is 114 feet, and the overall width of the property is
25 feet. The site is located within the RH-1 (Residential – House, One Family) Zoning District and the 40X Height and Bulk District. The property is developed with a rectangular plan, one-story, single-family,
wood-frame building, constructed circa 1908. The subject property has a front setback of 15 feet and a rear
yard of 26 feet 6 inches.

SURROUNDING PROPERTIES AND NEIGHBORHOOD
The adjacent properties are primarily single-family structures, also located within the RH-1 Zoning
District. The subject property abuts a RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low-Density) and RH-2 (ResidentialHouse, Two Family) Zoning Districts to the east and south that contain higher density structures. The
site is located in the western section of the Noe Valley neighborhood on a block that exhibits a wide
variety of architectural styles and of heights – from one to four stories. Original construction dates in the
immediate area range from 1900 to 1988. Most of the buildings are vernacular or Modern. Many of the
older buildings in the area have undergone significant or modern alterations.

BUILDING PERMIT NOTIFICATION
TYPE

REQUIRED

N O T I F I C AT I O N

PERIOD

DATES

DR HE ARI NG DAT E
DR F I L E DAT E

30 days

March 29, 2017 –
April 28, 2017

HE ARI NG
TIME

April 27, 2017
311 Notice

F I L I NG T O

(Staff-Initiated

July 6, 2017
(original date)

70

February 22, 2018

231

DR filed January
1, 2017)

HEARING NOTIFICATION
REQUIRED

RE Q UI RE D

ACT UAL

ACT UAL

PERIOD

NO T I CE DAT E

NO T I CE DAT E

P E RI O D

Posted Notice

20 days

June 16, 2017

June 16, 2017*

20 days

Mailed Notice

10 days

June 26, 2017

June 16, 2017*

20 days

TYPE

* Item continued on the Commission calendar: 5/18/17; 6/22/17; 9/28/17; 11/16/17; 1/11/18
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PUBLIC COMMENT
S U P P O RT

OPPOSED

NO P O S I T I O N

Adjacent Neighbor

0

1 (owners + tenants)

--

Other neighbors on the
block or directly across the
street

--

Neighborhood groups

--

1

--

-X

As of the publication date of this packet, the Planning Department has received inquiries in opposition
from an adjacent neighbor and Georgia Schuttish.

DR REQUESTOR(S):


Discretionary Review Application 2015-015846DRP was filed by Jerry Tergis, owner of 524 28th
Street a one-story single family residence located to the west of the subject property.

PUBLIC-INITIATED DR REQUESTOR’S CONCERNS AND PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
Please note that the Public-Initiated DR references the originally proposed design with the massing at
street level above the garage. As of the date of this report, the Department has not received revised
DR concerns from the DR Requestor -- based on the new design. Any after packet comments from the
DR Requestor will be provided to the Planning Commission if received.
Issue #1: The proposed project is out of character and scale with the rest of the neighborhood. The north side of
the block is unusual in that it composed of houses on top of a hill reached by long stairways with large,
publicly visible gardens between the houses and the street. The proposed project would effectively
replace a one-story building perched on top of a hill with a five-story building starting at street level —
thereby eliminating the garden. The scale of the proposed building is not compatible with surrounding
buildings. Surrounding buildings are two stories. The architectural features and building material
proposed do not enhance the neighborhood character or provide visual interest and texture. The
neighboring houses are two story wood houses with extensive greenery in front of them. The proposed
building is not responsive to this neighborhood context and does not respond to the topography of the
site and surrounding area.
The three additional floors added underneath the existing house should be eliminated to maintain the
current front yard, open space, reduce some light and privacy issues, as well as eliminate the stepped
concrete wall bordering 524 28th Street. Any front porches/decks should be no higher than the
neighboring front porch or lower to respect the topography and the facade of the proposed house should
extend no farther than the front of neighboring houses.
Issue #2: Mid-block open space/Privacy & light and air. The proposed building will impinge on mid-block
open space by adding a second story reaching nearly to the back of the lot. The extensions in the front and
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the back will significantly block light to neighbors. The additional second story, reaching almost to the
rear property line, will double the height of the wall bordering the back yard of 524 28 th Street, impact
light and air and privacy. The protruding concrete block of "master bedroom #2" with its roof top deck
will be significantly above grade and above and in front of the house at 524 28th Street, shading the front
porch and entryway and boxing in the front of the house. The stepped concrete retaining wall running
the property line all the way down to the street will enclose 524 28th Street’s front yard in an unsightly
concrete wall. This wall looks to actually wrap around the front of the house at 524 28th Street. The
additional second story should extend no farther into the back yards than the second stories of
neighboring houses to protect the mid-block open space and allow light into neighboring yards.
Reference the Discretionary Review Application for additional information. The Discretionary Review
Application is an attached document.

PROJECT SPONSOR’S RESPONSE
Response to 524 28th Street DR Request
The project has been modified to respond to the DR request. The massing of the proposal has been
modified to reinforce the 2-story-building-perched-on-a-hill feeling together with a garage at street level.
The gable roof has been modified to reduce the overall height of the building recognizing the lateral
topography. The two lower levels above the proposed garage have been removed and a tiered landscaped
open space area is now proposed to reveal the actual landscaped hillside.
The modified project is compatible with the character and scale of the subject blockface. In addition to the
modification stated above, the originally proposed front deck adjacent to 524 28th Street has been
removed. The proposed deck has been greatly reduced in size and is now 11’-9” away from the 524’s
property line. The proposed deck is facing away from the DR applicant’s property to help preserve their
privacy. Additionally, the proposed door providing access to the deck has been removed to further
improve the DR applicant’s privacy.
The DR requester offered a settlement agreement in a letter dated October 19, 2017. The project sponsor's
response is attached. The project sponsor has addressed all of the DR requester's settlement measures.
The project sponsor will not "Replace the Foundation Under the East Wall of 524 28th Street" OR conduct
a "Shading and Light Study." The proposed project is a two-story structure similar in height to the DR
applicant’s two-story house and the adjacent two-story structures along the block-face. Because of the
properties North/South orientation, the proposed rear addition for 520 28th Street will only shadow 524’s
rear yard in the early morning. The project does not require a shadow study.
Reference the Project Sponsor’s Response to Discretionary Review dated February 5, 2018 for additional
information. The Project Sponsor’s Response to Discretionary Review is an attached document.

PROJECT ANALYSIS
As revised, the proposed project and design responds to the topography of the site, its position on the
block, and the placement of surrounding buildings. Above the new garage, landscaped terraces connect
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to the structure at the top of the hill. The landscaping reflects the surrounding context as recommended
by the Residential Advisory Design Team. Specifically, the pattern of landscaping in the front setback
along the hillside is maintained and provides a visually interesting transitional space between the public
realm of the street and the private realm of the building. The appearance of the house continues to
convey a sense of a “building-perched-on-a-hill” as similar to its neighbors, and the visibility of the
development is limited from the street.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The Department has determined that the proposed project is exempt/excluded from environmental
review, pursuant to CEQA Guideline Section 15301 (Class One - Minor Alteration of Existing Facility,
(e)). Additions to existing structures provided that the addition will not result in an increase of more than
10,000 square feet).

PRESERVATION REVIEW
As outlined in the Planning Department’s Preservation Team Review Form (signed May 9, 2016), the
subject property at 520 28th Street was determined not to be eligible for listing in the California Register
under any criteria individually or as part of a historic district. Due to the assumed date of construction,
investigation was made as to the possibility of the building as an earthquake shack, but the earliest
known dimensions of the building on the 1914 Sanborn do not match those of any known shack type. No
information was discovered that indicates that early 20th century African American contractor William
Smith was involved with the construction of this building, as he was with 524 28th Street. The property
was reclassified to Category C - No Historic Resource Present.

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN ADVISORY TEAM REVIEW
The Residential Design Advisory Team (RDT/RDAT) recommended the following modifications to the
original proposal:
•
•
•



Reduce the overall height of the top floor at the front such that the gable is below that of the
uphill neighbor to recognize the lateral topography. (RDG pg. 30)
The building at 538 28th street should not be used as a model for this block. (RDG pg. 10)
Massing for this site should reinforce the 2-story-building-perched-on-a-hill feeling together with
a garage at street level. Remove the two lower levels to reveal the actual landscaped hillside.
(RDG pgs. 11-12, 14, 23-25)
The Department supports a garage at street level with removal of the currently proposed two
lower levels.

The sponsor has submitted revised plans that incorporate RDT/RDAT’s recommendations.

BASIS RECOMMENDATION


The sponsor has submitted revised plans that incorporate RDT/RDAT’s recommendations. The height
of the top floor of the addition has been reduced from the original proposal -- from 30’-4” to 28’- 4”.
The revised massing of the project reinforces the 2-story-building-perched-on-a-hill feeling through
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removal of the originally proposed two lower levels above the garage. The proposal includes a tiered
landscaped open space area to emphasize the hillside.
Under the Commission’s pending DR Reform Legislation, this project would not be referred to the
Commission as this project does not contain or create any exceptional or extraordinary circumstances.

RECOMMENDATION:

Do Not Take Discretionary Review and Approve as Revised.

Attachments:
Design Review Checklist
Block Book Map
Sanborn Map
Zoning District Map
Aerial Photographs
Site Photographs
Section 311 Notice
CEQA Determination, including:
 Planning Department Preservation Team Review (PTR) Form signed May 9, 2016 and the Historic
Resource Evaluation Part I prepared by Tim Kelley Consulting (dated June 2015).
DR Application
Response to DR Application dated February 5, 2018
Correspondence regarding settlement agreement
Geotechnical Report
Other Correspondence
Reduced Plans
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Design Review Checklist
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER (PAGES 7-10)
QUESTION
The visual character is: (check one)
Defined
Mixed

X

Comments: The Residential Design Guidelines (RDGs) state that the design of buildings should be
responsive to both the immediate and broader neighborhood context, in order to preserve the existing
visual character. The subject properties is located on a block that exhibits a variety of architectural styles
and of heights and many of the buildings in the area have undergone significant or modern alterations.

SITE DESIGN (PAGES 11 - 21)
QUESTION
YES
Topography (page 11)
Does the building respect the topography of the site and the surrounding area?
X
Is the building placed on its site so it responds to its position on the block and to
X
the placement of surrounding buildings?
Front Setback (pages 12 - 15)
Does the front setback provide a pedestrian scale and enhance the street?
X
In areas with varied front setbacks, is the building designed to act as transition
between adjacent buildings and to unify the overall streetscape?
Does the building provide landscaping in the front setback?
X
Side Spacing (page 15)
Does the building respect the existing pattern of side spacing?
Rear Yard (pages 16 - 17)
Is the building articulated to minimize impacts on light to adjacent properties?
X
Is the building articulated to minimize impacts on privacy to adjacent properties?
X
Views (page 18)
Does the project protect major public views from public spaces?
Special Building Locations (pages 19 - 21)
Is greater visual emphasis provided for corner buildings?
Is the building facade designed to enhance and complement adjacent public
spaces?
Is the building articulated to minimize impacts on light to adjacent cottages?

NO

N/A

X

X

X
X
X
X

Comments: The revised project and design responds to the topography of the site, its position on the
block, and the placement of surrounding buildings. The proposed new construction maintains the
existing topography of the site and the surrounding context.
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BUILDING SCALE AND FORM (PAGES 23 - 30)
QUESTION

YES

NO

N/A

Building Scale (pages 23 - 27)
Is the building’s height and depth compatible with the existing building scale at
the street?
Is the building’s height and depth compatible with the existing building scale at
the mid-block open space?
Building Form (pages 28 - 30)
Is the building’s form compatible with that of surrounding buildings?
Is the building’s facade width compatible with those found on surrounding
buildings?
Are the building’s proportions compatible with those found on surrounding
buildings?
Is the building’s roofline compatible with those found on surrounding buildings?

X
X

X
X
X
X

Comments: Pursuant to RDT/RDATs comments the proposed building scale and form were modified to
be appropriate for the neighborhood. The massing serves to transition between the two adjacent
neighbors and respect the slope of the hillside and street as well as help define, unify and contribute
positively to the existing visual context.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES (PAGES 31 - 41)
QUESTION
Building Entrances (pages 31 - 33)
Does the building entrance enhance the connection between the public realm of
the street and sidewalk and the private realm of the building?
Does the location of the building entrance respect the existing pattern of building
entrances?
Is the building’s front porch compatible with existing porches of surrounding
buildings?
Are utility panels located so they are not visible on the front building wall or on
the sidewalk?
Bay Windows (page 34)
Are the length, height and type of bay windows compatible with those found on
surrounding buildings?
Garages (pages 34 - 37)
Is the garage structure detailed to create a visually interesting street frontage?
Are the design and placement of the garage entrance and door compatible with
the building and the surrounding area?
Is the width of the garage entrance minimized?
Is the placement of the curb cut coordinated to maximize on-street parking?
Rooftop Architectural Features (pages 38 - 41)

YES

NO

N/A

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
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Is the stair penthouse designed to minimize its visibility from the street?
Are the parapets compatible with the overall building proportions and other
building elements?
Are the dormers compatible with the architectural character of surrounding
buildings?
Are the windscreens designed to minimize impacts on the building’s design and
on light to adjacent buildings?

X
X
X
X

Comments: A street level garage and the new second story are appropriate at the site. The hillside
configuration is maintained. Development on the lot follows the topography in a manner that reinforces
the 2-story-building-perched-on-a-hill feeling together with a garage at street level.

BUILDING DETAILS (PAGES 43 - 48)
QUESTION

YES

NO

N/A

Architectural Details (pages 43 - 44)
Are the placement and scale of architectural details compatible with the building
and the surrounding area?
Windows (pages 44 - 46)
Do the windows contribute to the architectural character of the building and the
neighborhood?
Are the proportion and size of the windows related to that of existing buildings in
the neighborhood?
Are the window features designed to be compatible with the building’s
architectural character, as well as other buildings in the neighborhood?
Are the window materials compatible with those found on surrounding buildings,
especially on facades visible from the street?
Exterior Materials (pages 47 - 48)
Are the type, finish and quality of the building’s materials compatible with those
used in the surrounding area?
Are the building’s exposed walls covered and finished with quality materials that
are compatible with the front facade and adjacent buildings?
Are the building’s materials properly detailed and appropriately applied?

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Comments: The architectural detail, windows and exterior materials reflect a thoughtful and modern
design that fits within and contributes positively to the neighborhood. As applied, these elements
function to define the building’s form and provide visual richness and interest.
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NOTICE OF BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION (SECTION 311)
On November 12, 2015, the Applicant named below filed Building Permit Application No. 2015.11.12.2431 with the City
and County of San Francisco.
PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Address:
Cross Street(s):
Block/Lot No.:
Zoning District(s):
Record No.:

APPLICANT INFORMATION

th

520 28 Street
Diamond and Castro Streets
6604/008
RH-1 / 40-X
2015-015846PRJ/DRM/VAR

Applicant:
Address:
City, State:
Telephone:
Email:

Anthony Pantaleoni, Architect
70 Zoe Street, Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 495-4051 x 211
tony@kp-architects.com

You are receiving this notice as a property owner or resident within 150 feet of the proposed project. You are not required to take
any action. For more information about the proposed project, or to express concerns about the project, please contact the
Applicant listed above or the Planner named below as soon as possible. If you believe that there are exceptional or extraordinary
circumstances associated with the project, you may request the Planning Commission to use its discretionary powers to review
this application at a public hearing. Applications requesting a Discretionary Review hearing must be filed during the 30-day review
period, prior to the close of business on the Expiration Date shown below, or the next business day if that date is on a week-end
or a legal holiday. If no Requests for Discretionary Review are filed, this project will be approved by the Planning Department after
the Expiration Date.
Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Commission
or the Department. All written or oral communications, including submitted personal contact information, may be made available to
the public for inspection and copying upon request and may appear on the Department’s website or in other public documents.
PROJECT SCOPE

 Demolition

 New Construction

 Alteration

 Change of Use

 Façade Alteration(s)

 Front Addition

 Rear Addition

 Side Addition

 Vertical Addition

PROJECT FEATURES

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Building Use
Front Setback

Residential
15 feet

Side Setbacks
Building Depth
Rear Yard
Building Height
Number of Stories
Number of Dwelling Units
Number of Parking Spaces

None
Approx. 67 feet from front building wall
26 feet 6 inches
20 feet 8 ½ inches from top of slope
2
1
0

Residential
No Change -- new garage permitted in front setback per
Planning Code Section 136
No Change
Approx.106 feet from front of garage wall
No Change
28 feet 4 inches from top of slope
4 over garage
No Change
2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposal is for vertical and horizontal additions to the existing one-story single-family home. Work includes a new 2 car garage
and two new basement levels. The front wall of the house will be removed and replaced with a new facade. The roof will be removed
and a new second floor added. The proposal does not meet the Residential Design Guidelines and is subject to a Staff Initiated
Discretionary Review (Case No. 2015-015846DRM) hearing scheduled on May 18, 2017. Furthermore, the demolition and
replacement of the roof of the existing noncomplying structure in the required rear yard constitutes an increase in the volume of the
building envelope and does not comply with Planning Code requirements for rear yard (Sec. 134). The project therefore requests a
variance be granted by the Zoning Administrator (Case No. 2015-015846VAR). The variances will be heard at the scheduled hearing
date above. See attached plans.

The issuance of the building permit by the Department of Building Inspection or the Planning Commission project approval at a
discretionary review hearing would constitute as the Approval Action for the project for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to
Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.
For more information, please contact Planning Department staff:
Planner:
Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer
Telephone:
(415) 575-8728
E-mail:
elizabeth.gordon-jonckheer@sfgov.org

Notice Date:
Expiration Date:

3/29/17
4/28/17

中文詢問請電: 415.575.9010 | Para Información en Español Llamar al: 415.575.9010 | Para sa Impormasyon sa Tagalog Tumawag sa: 415.575.9121

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT PROCEDURES
Reduced copies of the proposed project plans have been included in this mailing for your information. If you have
questions about the plans, please contact the project Applicant listed on the front of this notice. You may wish to
discuss the plans with your neighbors or neighborhood association, as they may already be aware of the project. If
you have general questions about the Planning Department’s review process, please contact the Planning
Information Center at 1660 Mission Street, 1st Floor (415/ 558-6377) between 8:00am - 5:00pm Monday-Friday. If
you have specific questions about the proposed project, you should contact the planner listed on the front of this
notice.
If you believe that the impact on you from the proposed project is significant and you wish to seek to change the
project, there are several procedures you may use. We strongly urge that steps 1 and 2 be taken.
1.
2.

3.

Request a meeting with the project Applicant to get more information and to explain the project's impact on
you.
Contact the nonprofit organization Community Boards at (415) 920-3820, or online at
www.communityboards.org for a facilitated discussion in a safe and collaborative environment. Community
Boards acts as a neutral third party and has, on many occasions, helped reach mutually agreeable solutions.
Where you have attempted, through the use of the above steps or other means, to address potential
problems without success, please contact the planner listed on the front of this notice to discuss your
concerns.

If, after exhausting the procedures outlined above, you still believe that exceptional and extraordinary
circumstances exist, you have the option to request that the Planning Commission exercise its discretionary powers
to review the project. These powers are reserved for use in exceptional and extraordinary circumstances for
projects which generally conflict with the City's General Plan and the Priority Policies of the Planning Code;
therefore the Commission exercises its discretion with utmost restraint. This procedure is called Discretionary
Review. If you believe the project warrants Discretionary Review by the Planning Commission, you must file a
Discretionary Review application prior to the Expiration Date shown on the front of this notice. Discretionary
Review applications are available at the Planning Information Center (PIC), 1660 Mission Street, 1st Floor, or online
at www.sfplanning.org). You must submit the application in person at the Planning Information Center (PIC)
between 8:00am - 5:00pm Monday-Friday, with all required materials and a check payable to the Planning
Department. To determine the fee for a Discretionary Review, please refer to the Planning Department Fee
Schedule available at www.sfplanning.org. If the project includes multiple building permits, i.e. demolition and new
construction, a separate request for Discretionary Review must be submitted, with all required materials and
fee, for each permit that you feel will have an impact on you.
Incomplete applications will not be accepted.
If no Discretionary Review Applications have been filed within the Notification Period, the Planning Department will
approve the application and forward it to the Department of Building Inspection for its review.
BOARD OF APPEALS
An appeal of the Planning Commission’s decision on a Discretionary Review case may be made to the Board of
Appeals within 15 calendar days after the building permit is issued (or denied) by the Department of Building
Inspection. Appeals must be submitted in person at the Board's office at 1650 Mission Street, 3rd Floor, Room 304.
For further information about appeals to the Board of Appeals, including current fees, contact the Board of Appeals
at (415) 575-6880.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project has undergone preliminary review pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). If, as part
of this process, the Department’s Environmental Review Officer has deemed this project to be exempt from further
environmental review, an exemption determination has been prepared and can be obtained through the Exemption
Map, on-line, at www.sfplanning.org. An appeal of the decision to exempt the proposed project from CEQA may
be made to the Board of Supervisors within 30 calendar days after the project approval action identified on the
determination. The procedures for filing an appeal of an exemption determination are available from the Clerk of
the Board at City Hall, Room 244, or by calling (415) 554-5184.
Under CEQA, in a later court challenge, a litigant may be limited to raising only those issues previously raised at a
hearing on the project or in written correspondence delivered to the Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission,
Planning Department or other City board, commission or department at, or prior to, such hearing, or as part of the
appeal hearing process on the CEQA decision.
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CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination

PROPERTY INFORMATIONIPROJECT DESCRIPTION
Block/Lot(s)

Project Address

6604/008

520 - 28th Street
Case No.

Permit No.

2015-015846ENV
Addition/
Alteration

Plans Dated
201511122431

Demolition
(requires HRER if over 45 years old)

11/12/2015
ew
Construction

Project Modification
(GO TO STEP 7)

Project description for Planning Department approval.

Proposed vertical &horizontal addition to(E)SFH to include basement levels. Remodel &
renovation. Construction of(N)two-car garage.

STEP 1: EXEMPTION CLASS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER
Note: If neither Class 1 or 3 applies, an Environmental Evaluation Application is required.
Class 1 —Existing Facilities. Interior and exterior alterations; additions under 10,000 sq. ft.
❑

Class 3 —New Construction/ Conversion of Small Structures. Up to three (3) new single-family
residences or six (6) dwelling units in one building; commercial/office structures; utility extensions;
change of use under 10,000 sq. ft. if principally permitted or with a CU.
Class_

STEP 2: CEQA IMPACTS
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER
If any box is checked below,an Environmental Evaluation Application is required.
Air Quality: Would the project add new sensitive receptors (specifically, schools, day care facilities,
hospitals, residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities) within an Air Pollution Exposure Zone?
Does the project have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations (e.g., backup diesel
generators, heavy industry, diesel trucks)? Exceptions: do not check box if the applicant presents
documentation ofenrollment in the San Francisco Department ofPublic Health(DPH)Article 38 program and
the project would not have the potential to emit substantial pollutant concentrations. (refer to EP _ArcMap >
CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Air Pollutant Exposure Zone)
Hazardous Materials: If the project site is located on the Maher map or is suspected of containing
hazardous materials(based on a previous use such as gas station, auto repair, dry cleaners, or heavy
manufacturing, or a site with underground storage tanks): Would the project involve 50 cubic yards
or more of soil disturbance - or a change of use from industrial to residential? If yes, this box must be
checked and the ro'ect a licant must submit an Environmental A lication with a Phase I

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT2/13/15

Environmental Site Assessment. Exceptions: do not check box if the applicant presents documentation of
enrollment in the San Francisco Department ofPublic Health(DPH)Maher program, a DPH waiverfrom the
Maher program, or other documentationfrom Environmental Planning staff that hazardous material effects
would be less than significant (refer to EP_ArcMap > Maher layer).
Transportation: Does the project create six (6) or more net new parking spaces or residential units?
Does the project have the potential to adversely affect transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle safety
(hazards) or the adequacy of nearby transit, pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities?
Archeological Resources: Would the project result in soil disturbance/modification greater than two
(2)feet below grade in an archeological sensitive area or eight(8)feet in anon-archeological sensitive
area? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Archeological Sensitive Area)

Noise: Does the project include new noise-sensitive receptors (schools, day care facilities, hospitals,
residential dwellings, and senior-care facilities) fronting roadways located in the noise mitigation
area? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Noise Mitigation Area)

Subdivision/Lot Line Adjustment: Does the project site involve a subdivision or lot line adjustment
on a lot with a slope average of 20% or more? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers >
Topography)

Slope = or > 20%:Does the project involve excavation of 50 cubic yards of soil or more,new
construction, or square footage expansion greater than 1,000 sq. ft. outside of the existing building
footprint? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Topography) If box is checked, a
geotechnical report is required.

❑

Seismic: Landslide Zone: Does the project involve excavation of 50 cubic yards of soil or more,new
construction, or square footage expansion greater than 1,000 sq. ft. outside of the existing building
footprint? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is checked,a
geotechnical report is required.

❑

Seismic: Liquefaction Zone: Does the project involve excavation of 50 cubic yards of soil or more,
new construction, or square footage expansion greater than 1,000 sq. ft. outside of the existing
building footprint? (refer to EP_ArcMap > CEQA Catex Determination Layers > Seismic Hazard Zones) If box is
checked,a geotechnical report will likely be required.

If no boxes are checked above, GO TO STEP 3. If one or more boxes are checked above, an Environmental
Evaluation Application is required, unless reviewed bean Environmental Planner.
Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project does not trigger any of the
CEQA impacts listed above.
Comments and Planner Signature (optional): Jean POfing

~.~ dw,a„~p~ ~m~aw °~-~

No archeological effects. Project will follow recommendations of 2/4/16 geotechnical
investigation by Kevin O'Connor, Inc.

STEP 3: PROPERTY STATUS -HISTORIC RESOURCE
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER
PROPERTY IS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:(refer to Parcel In ormation Map)
❑
Category A: Known Historical Resource. GO TO STEP 5.
✓
Category B: Potential Historical Resource (over 45 ears of a e). GO TO STEP 4.
Category C: Not a Historical Resource or Not Age Eligible (under 45 years of age). GO TO STEP 6.

SAN FRANCISCO
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STEP 4: PROPOSED WORK CHECKLIST
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER
Check all that apply to the project.
❑

1. Change of use and new construction. Tenant improvements not included.
2. Regular maintenance or repair to correct or repair deterioration, decay, or damage to building.

❑ 3. Window replacement that meets the Department's Window Replacement Standards. Does not include
storefront window alterations.
❑

4. Garage work. A new opening that meets the Guidelinesfor Adding Garages and Curb Cuts, and/or
replacement of a garage door in an existing opening that meets the Residential Design Guidelines.
5. Deck,terrace construction, or fences not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way.

❑ 6. Mechanical equipment installation that is not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-ofway.
❑

7. Dormer installation that meets the requirements for exemption from public notification under Zoning
Administrator Bulletin No. 3: Dormer Windows.
8. Additions)that are not visible from any immediately adjacent public right-of-way for 150 feet in each
direction; does not extend vertically beyond the floor level of the top story of the structure or is only a
single story in height; does not have a footprint that is more than 50%larger than that of the original
building; and does not cause the removal of architectural significant roofing features.

❑

Note: Project Planner must check box below before proceeding.
Project is not listed. GO TO STEP 5.
Project does not conform to the scopes of work. GO TO STEP 5.
Project involves four or more work descriptions. GO TO STEP 5.
Project involves less than four work descriptions. GO TO STEP 6.

STEP 5: CEQA IMPACTS -ADVANCED HISTORICAL REVIEW
TO BE COMPLETED BY PRESERVATION PLANNER
Check all that apply to the project.
❑

1. Project involves a known historical resource(CEQA Category A)as determined by Step 3 and
conforms entirely to proposed work checklist in Step 4.
2. Interior alterations to publicly accessible spaces.

❑

3. Window replacement of original/historic windows that are not "in-kind" but are consistent with
existing historic character.
4. Facade/storefront alterations that do not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining features.
5. Raising the building in a manner that does not remove, alter, or obscure character-defining
features.

❑

6. Restoration based upon documented evidence of a building's historic condition, such as historic
photographs, plans, physical evidence, ar similar buildings.

❑

7. Addition(s),including mechanical equipment that are minimally visible from a public right-of-way
and meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standardsfor Rehabilitation.

SAN FRANCISCO
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8. Other work consistent with the Secretary of the Interior Standardsfor the Treatment of Historic Properties
(specify or add comments):

9. Other work that would not materially impair a historic district (specify or add comments):

(Requires approval by Senior Preservation Planner/Preservation Coordinator)
10. Reclassification of property status to Category C.(Requires approval by Senior Preservation
Planner/Preservation Coordinator)
a. Per HRER dated: <~z,~,s
(attach HRER)
b. Other (specify):
Note: If ANY box in STEP 5 above is checked,a Preservation Planner MUST check one box below.
❑

Further environmental review required. Based on the information provided, the project requires an
Environmental Evaluation Application to be submitted. GO TO STEP 6.

❑

Project can proceed with categorical exemption review. The project has been reviewed by the
Preservation Planner and can proceed with categorical exemption review. GO TO STEP 6.

Comments (optional):

Preservation Planner Signature: e~~Zabetn coroo~ ~o~~knee~ ~,,,'°°„~~~~~ ~„~

STEP 6: CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION DETERMINATION

~~

TO BE COMPLETED BY PROTECT PLANNER
❑ Further environmental review required. Proposed project does not meet scopes of work in either (check all that
apply):
Step 2 — CEQA Impacts
Step 5 —Advanced Historical Review
STOP! Must file an Environmental Evaluation Application.

a

llo further environmental review is required. The project is categorically exempt under CEQA.
Planner Name: Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer
PY'~7
AL`ti~n~
1 e('t ATlllj'OVal
I'Y

uil ing Permit

Signature:

Elizabeth Gordon
Jonckheer

Digitally signed by Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer
~N:d~org, dc=sfgov, dc=cityplanning,
ou=CityPlanning, ou=Current Planning. cn=Elizabeth
Gordon Janckheer
Date: 2016.05.12 14:3521 -07'00'

It uiscretionary Keview before the Planning Commission is requested,
the Discretionary Review hearing is the Approval Action for the
project.
Once signed or stamped and dated, this document constitutes a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines and Chapter 31 of the
Administrative Code.
In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, an appeal of an exemption determination can only be filed within 30
days of the project receiving the first approval action.

SAN FRANCISCO
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STEP 7: MODIFICATION OF A CEQA EXEMPT PROJECT
TO BE COMPLETED BY PROJECT PLANNER
In accordance with Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, when a California Environmental
Quality Act(CEQA)exempt project changes after the Approval Action and requires a subsequent approval, the
Environmental Review Officer (or his or her designee) must determine whether the proposed change constitutes
a substantial modification of that project. This checklist shall be used to determine whether the proposed
changes to the approved project would constitute a "substantial modification" and, therefore, be subject to
additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA.

PROPERTY INFORMATIONIPROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Address (If different than front page)

Block/Lot(s)(If different than
front page)

Case No.

Previous Building Permit No.

New Building Permit No.

Plans Dated

Previous Approval Action

New Approval Action

Modified Project Description:

DETERMINATION IF PROJECT CONSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION
Compared to the approved project, would the modified project:
Result in expansion of the building envelope, as defined in the Planning Code;
❑

Result in the change of use that would require public notice under Planning Code
Sections 311 or 312;
Result in demolition as defined under Planning Code Section 317 or 19005(f)?
Is any information being presented that was not known and could not have been known
at the time of the original determination, that shows the originally approved project may
no longer qualify for the exemption?

If at least one of the above boxes is checked,further environmental review is required ATEX FOR
DETERMINATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL MODIFICATION
The proposed modification would not result in any of the above changes.
If this box is checked, the proposed modifications are categorically exempt under CEQA,in accordance with prior project
approval and no additional environmental review is required. This determination shall be posted on the Planning
Departrnent website and office and mailed to the applicant, City approving entities, and anyone requesting written notice.

Planner Name:

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 2/13/15

Signature or Stamp:
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PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW FORM
Preservation Team Meeting Date: 4/21/2016

1650 IVlission St.
Suite 40D
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

Date of Form Completion. 4/21/2016

PROJECT WFORMATION: -

Reception:

415;558:6378

Address:

Planner:
Elizabeth Jonckheer

520 28th Street

Block/Lot:

Faz:

415:558,6409

Cross Sheets

6604/008

28th Street at Castro Street

CEQA Category:

Art. 101.11:

Planning
Information:
BPA/Case No.;

B

415.558:6377

2015-015846ENV

PURPOSE OE REVIEW:
(
:
CEQA

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

("` Article 10/11

{y'; Preliminary/PIC

{ Alteration

(-` Demo/New Construction

DATE OF PLANS,UNDER REVIEW: 11/12/2015
PROJECT ISSUES:
~ Is the subject Property an eligible historic resource?
If so,are the proposed changes a significant impact?
Additional Notes:

Submitted Historic Resource Evaluation Part I prepared by Tim Kelley Consulting (dated
June 201 S), ~
Proposed Project: Proposed vertical and horizontal additions to the existing one-story
single-family home. Work includes a new 2 car garage and two new basement levels.
The front wall of the house will be removed and replaced with a new facade. The roof
will be removed and a new second floor added.
PRESERVATION TEAM REVIEW:
Historic Resource Present

(~No ~

('"Yes

Individual

CAN/A

Historic District/Context

Property is individually eligible for inclusion in a
California Register under one or more of the
following Criteria:

Property is in an eligible California Register
Historic District/Context under one or more of
the following Criteria:

Criterion 1 -Event:

~' Yes ( No

Criterion 1 -Event:

(~` Yes (> No

Criterion 2 -Persons:

(~' Yes { No

Criterion 2-Persons:

C` Yes (•` No

Criterion 3 -Architecture:

(~`` Yes (: No

Criterion 3 -Architecture:

(~1 Yes ~= No

Criterion 4 -Info. Potential:

('Yes(No

Criterion 4-Info. Potential:

~ Yes (.`= No

Period of Significance:

~~a

Period of Significance:
(
` Contributor

n/a

C`Non-Contributor

Complies with the Secretar~s Standards/Art 10/Art 11:

C' Yes

(;• No

CEQA Material Impairment:

C`,~ Yes

(:; No

Needs More Information:.

C" Yes

(~ No

Requires Design Revisions:

(` Yes

(;No

Defer to Residential Design Team:

~~ Yes

("- No

C•,= N/A

* If No is selected for Historic Resource per CEQA,a signature from Senior Preservation Planner or
Preservation Coordinator is required.
PRESERVATION TEAM CQMM~N f5:

According to the Historic Resource Evaluation Part I prepared by Tim Kelley Consulting
(dated June 2015)and information found in the Planning Department files, the subject
property at 520 28th Street contains asingle-family wood-frame constructed circa 1908
(source: Spring Valley Water Company records). Mrs. M. F. Halstead requested the water
hook-up and is listed in the City Directory as residing at the subject property in 1909. The
owner at the time was Laura M.Taylor &Raymond Realty Company. No original permit
was located for this property. The original design of the building is unknown. The 1914
Sanborn Map and1938 aerial photo depict the subject property as aone-story rectangular
building with a rear outbuilding. Afront-gabled roof is visible on the aerial. Due to the
assumed date of construction, investigation was made as to the possibility of the building
as an earthquake shack, but the earliest known dimensions of the building on the 1914
Sanborn do not match those of any known shack type. The building was completely
remodeled in 1986, however the front-facing gable roof still spans all but the front quarter
of the building. No information was discovered that indicates that the neighbor,early 20th
century African American contractor William Smith, was involved with the construction of
this building.
No known historic events occurred at the subject property (Criterion 1). None of the
owners or occupants have been identified as important to history (Criterion 2). The subject
property is a nondescript example of a vernacular style single-family residence. The
building is not architecturally distinct such that it would qualify individually for listing in
the California Register under Criterion 3. The subject property is not located within the
boundaries of any formally identified or potential historic district. The subject property is
located in the Noe Valley neighborhood on a block of 28th Street that exhibits a variety of
architectural styles(mostly vernacular or Modern)and construction dates ranging from
1900 to 1988. Many of the buildings in the area have undergone significant or modern
alterations. Together,the block does not comprise a significant concentration of
historically or aesthetically unified buildings. The subject building is not significant under
Criterion 4,since this significance criterion typically applies to rare construction types
when involving the built environment.The subject building is not an example of a rare
construction type. Therefore,the subject property is not eligible for listing in the California
Register under any criteria individually or as part of a historic district and is not a historic
resource under CEQA.

. Signature of a Senior Preservation Planner /Preservation Coordinator:

Date:
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. INTRODUCTION

Tim Kelley Consulting (TKC) was engaged to conduct a Historical Resource Evaluation (HRE)
for 520 28th Street, asingle-family wood-frame building constructed circa 1908 in the Noe
Valley neighborhood. A scoping discussion via email with Gretchen Hilyard, Planner, on May
26, 2015 identified an area to be visually examined in the vicinity of the subject property,
specifically on 28th Street between Castro and Diamond Streets, The scoping discussion also
established that the report will determine whether this building has any connection to William
Smith, an African American contractor who constructed and occupied 524 28`h Street, just next
door. This report investigates whether the subject building is eligible for individual listing in the
California Register of Historical Resources and whether it is located in a potential historic
district.

I I. SUMMARY

TKC has determined that 520 28~h Street is not eligible for individual listing in the California
Register, nor is it located within a potential historic district. This building has no connection
with William Smith, who resided at 524 28th Street.

I II. CURRENT HISTORIC STATUS

TKC searched the San Francisco Planning Department database to determine whether the
property has been identified in any recognized register of historical resources. The specific
registers included are listed below.
A. Here Today
Here Today: San Francisco's Architectural Heritage is one of San Francisco's first architectural
surveys. Undertaken by the Junior League of San Francisco and published in 1968, the survey
did not assign ratings to buildings. However, the survey does provide brief historical and
biographical information for what the authors believed to be significant buildings. The San
Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the survey in 1970..The survey files, available in the
San Francisco Public Library's San Francisco History Room, contain information on
approximately 2,500 properties. This property is not included in the published book.
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B. Department of City Planning Architectural Quality Survey
The Department of City Planning Architectural Quality Survey, or 1976 Survey, was a
reconnaissance survey that examined the entire City of San Francisco to identify and rate
architecturally significant buildings and structures on a scale of "0"(contextual) to "5"
(extraordinary). No historic research was performed and the potential historical significance of
a resource was not considered when.assigning ratings. According to the authors, the 10,000
rated buildings comprise only around 10 percent of the city's building stock. Due to its age and
its lack of historical documentation, the 1976 Survey has not been officially recognized by the
city of San Francisco as a valid local register of historic resources for CEQA purposes,
although it is still used on a consultative basis. This property is not included in the 1976 Survey
C. San Francisco Architectural Heritage
San Francisco Architectural Heritage (Heritage) is the city's oldest not-for-profit organization
dedicated to the preservation of San Francisco's unique architectural heritage. Heritage has
completed several major architectural surveys in San Francisco, including Downtown, South of
Market, Richmond District, Chinatown, Van Ness Corridor, Northeast Waterfront, and
Dogpatch. Heritage ratings range from "A"(highest importance)to "D"(minor or no
i mportance) and are based on both architectural and historical significance. San Francisco
Architectural Heritage has not surveyed this property
D. California Historical Resource Status Code
Properties listed in the California Historic Resources Information System (CHRIS) or under
review by the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) are assigned status codes of "1"
to "7," establishing a baseline record of historical significance. Properties with a status code of
"1" are listed in the California or National Register. Properties with a status code of "2" have
been formally determined eligible for listing in the California or National Register. Properties
with a status code of "3" or "4" appear to be eligible for listing in either register through survey
evaluation. Properties with a status code of "5" are typically locally significant or of contextual
importance. Status codes of "6" indicate that the property has been found ineligible for listing
in any register and a status code of "7" indicates that the property has not yet been evaluated.
This property has not been rated.
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IV. DESCRIPTION

r_~~m~
520 28th Street is located on the north side of 28th Street between Castro and Diamond Streets.
The street slopes upward toward the west. The lot slopes steeply upward to the north and the
building sits well above street grade. Several other buildings on the north side of the street are
situated in the same way. This building abuts the neighbor on the left and is separated from the
neighbor on the right as that building faces Castro Street. From the sidewalk, a cobblestone
pathway winds up the hillside and meets a path that accesses the primary entrance on the
right side of the building (Figure 1).

Figure 1:520 28th Street view from street
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8. Exterior
520 28`h Street is a rectangular plan, one-story, single-family residence clad in T-111 siding on
the primary facade and rustic siding on parts of the secondary facades. It is capped with a
front-facing gable roof that spans all but the front quarter of the building. The front section of
the building is a modern addition and is capped with a shed roof with two skylights. Behind the
shed roof, a straight parapet rises above the shed roofline. The parapet obscures a flat section
of the roof in front of the gable section, A projecting deck enclosed with metal railings spans
the width of the primary facade. The deck is accessed by modern French doors. To the right of
the deck are three double-hung modern windows that wrap a radiused corner of the building to
the east facade. The primary entrance is located on the east facade of the building and cannot
be seen from the street (Figure 2). The entrance is a modern flush wood door accessed by
wooden steps with a wooden handrail that rest upon a cobblestone landing. There is a large
display window to the left of the entrance and two sets of one-over-one, double-hung vinyl
windows to the right. This facade terminates with overhanging eaves.

Figure 2: Primary entrance
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V. HISTORIC CONTEXT

A. Neighborhood
This property is located in the western section of Noe Valley, in what is historically known as
Horner's Addition. Settlement was sparse throughout Noe Valley until the advent of transit lines.
The Market and Castro Street cable car began operations along Castro Street in 1886. The 24tH
Street streetcar line (Number 11) began operations in 1897 and ended at the corner of
Hoffman Avenue and 24th Street until 1916.' By the early twentieth century, another line
terminated at Castro and 29th Streets. Though most of Noe Valley was fully developed by the
end of the nineteenth century, there were still some steep sites that remained difficult to access
until the automobile era.

Noe Valley escaped destruction in the 1906 earthquake; the fires that ravaged so much of the
city did not reach the area. The still-rural portions of the district filled an important role after the
disaster, supplying much of the milk, vegetables, and meat consumed by homeless refugees
living in the city's parks. The area's pastoral days came to an end in the years after the
earthquake as thousands of refugees began purchasing lots and erecting cottages and flats in
the steadily urbanizing area. The undeveloped areas of the neighborhood experienced a sharp
upturn in building activity between 1906 and 1914.

The 1913-14 Sanborn maps for Noe Valley show rows of one- and two-story houses and flats.
The northwestern portion of the neighborhood remained less densely developed than the
southern, most likely due to the hilly terrain. According to the 1950 Sanborn maps, the
neighborhood had undergone comparatively few physical changes since the last map had
been published in 1915. The most significant changes were the increased density of houses
and flats and the introduction of more schools, reflecting the influx of more families to the area.

Noe Valley's demographics did not change much during the Depression, Second World War,
or immediate postwar era; it remained a predominantly Irish, German, and Scandinavian
working-class and middle-class neighborhood until the early 1970s. Likewise, it largely

Yenne 2004.
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escaped both urban renewal and freeway construction. However, since the 1970s, the
neighborhood's demographics shifted as the residents became increasingly upper-middle
class.
B. Project Site History
The first Sanborn map for this area was published in 1886; this map, 1900 and the 1905 map
show the area as undeveloped (Figure 3 and 4). The subject parcel is vacant.
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Figure 3: 1900 Sanborn Map showing the approximate location of 520 28th Street noted with arrow.
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Figure 4: 1905 Sanborn Map showing the approximate location of 520 28th Street noted with arrow.
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The 1914 Sanborn Map shows the neighborhood partially developed with residential buildings
(Figure 5). The subject property is shown with an L-plan one-story building with a wraparound
porch in the front. An outbuilding sits at the back of the lot.
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Figure 5: 1914 Sanborn Map showing 520 28th Street noted with arrow.

I n the 1938 Harrison Ryker aerial photograph, the area is still sparsely developed due to the
hilly terrain (Figure 6). The subject property is shown as a front gabled one-story rectangular
building. The rear outbuilding is still present. On the right side are a cluster of outbuildings that
appear to be associated with the property and a dirt road running northeast towards Duncan
Street. The dirt road towards Duncan indicates that the primary access to the building was
likely from the northeast, rather than from 28th Street, to the south.
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Figure 6: 1938 aerial photograph showing 520 28th Street noted with arrow
(Detail below)
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The 1950 Sanborn Map shows alterations to existing buildings within the subject block, but the
area still contains a number of vacant lots (Figure 7). The subject property is shown as a
rectangular shaped building with a small bump-out on the right side. The rear outbuilding is no
longer present. Sales ledgers reveal that the property owner also owned the lot (lot 5)facing
Castro Street with one remaining outbuilding, indicating that access to the subject building
remained via Castro Street rather than 28~h Street. Lot 5 was sold in 1959.
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Figure 7: 1950 Sanborn Map showing 520 28th Street noted with arrow.

The 1990s Sanborn map shows the subject block and block face completely developed with
residential buildings (Figure 8). The subject property has an overall similar shape, but a rear
porch has been added, as has an outbuilding at the back of the lot. Lot 5, no longer owned by
the owner of the subject property, now contains asingle-family building.
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Figure 8:1990s Sanborn Map showing 520 28~h Street noted with arrow.
C. Construction Chronology
This building was constructed circa 1908. Mrs. M.F. Halstead requested water hook-up from
Spring Valley Water Company in March 1908. Halstead is listed in the City Directory residing
at the subject property in 1909. The owner at the time was Laura M. Taylor and Raymond
Realty Company.2 It is assumed Halstead rented the property. No building announcement or
original permit was located for this property. This building was completely remodeled in 1986.
The interior also appears to be completely remodeled; there does not appear to be any
historic materials remaining on the interior. The current front addition to the building was

Z 1906 and 1909 Block Book and sale of property from Laura M. Taylor and Raymond Realty Co. to Charles Helbing
in January 14, 1913, San Francisco Call, "Real Estate Transactions."
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constructed in 1986 and the cobblestone pathway at the same time. According to plans, the
pathway was originally a wood staircase. The original design is unknown. See appendix for
m ultiple assessor photos of the area.

No information was discovered that indicates that neighbor and African American contractor
Wil liam Smith was involved with the construction of this building.
D. Permit Record
The Department of Building Inspection has the following permits on file for the subject
property:
• Permit #342587, May 10, 1967 -Fire damage. Tear out rear porch, plaster, doors,
windows, rustic and replace with same.
• Permit #393097, January 28, 1971 -Build front stairs -wood.
• Permit #541991, January 9, 1986 -Permit unreadable. Building inspector notes and
plans show horizontal extension. Plans show altering the primary facade to current
design. The cobblestone pathway was also constructed at this time.
• Permit #557718, November 14, 1986 -Construct addition of 255 sq ft to existing
structure including balcony.
• Permit #736044, December 14, 1993 -Termite work.
Copies of these permits are in the Appendix to this report.
E. Architectural Style
The subject property is best defined as Vernacular due to the primary facade alterations.
Vernacular architecture is defined as being based on localized needs and construction
materials available. Unlike formal styles of architecture, it is not characterized by stylistic
design elements.
F. Owners and Occupants
This building was constructed circa 1908. This first known occupant was Mrs. M.F. Halstead, a
widow. She requested the water hook-up in 1908 and is listed at this address in 1909 but did
not own the subject property. Laura M. Taylor and Raymond Realty owned this parcel and
several surrounding parcels. Halstead only lived at the residence for a year. Charles and Sadie
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Helbing began living at the property in 1912 and purchased it in 1913. 3 Charles was employed
as cabinet maker and they had a daughter. Sadie died in 1920 and Charles married Gertrude.°
Hector and Katherine Brusseau began living at the property in 1936 but did not purchase it
until 1944. Hector was employed as a chauffeur and later as a laborer. The building was
vacant from 1942 until the next owners, Jack and Otillo Nezick, moved in 1945. Although they
lived there from 1945, the Nezicks did not purchase the property until 1950, then immediately
sold it to Urbano and Florence Tacata in 1951. The Tacata family owned and occupied the
property until 1985, when Robert Reeves purchased it. Reeves sold the property to Gregory
James in 1990; James sold it to Brian J. Wilmes in 1994. Nicole Dilier and Fabio Ingrao
purchased the property in 1999. The current owners purchased the property recently.

VI. EVALUATION OF HISTORIC STATUS

The subject property was evaluated to determine if it is eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, either individually or as a contributor to a historic district. The
California Register is an authoritative guide to significant architectural, archaeological and
historical resources in the State of California. Resources can be listed in the California Register
through a number of methods. State Historical Landmarks and National Register-eligible
properties (both listed and formal determinations of eligibility) are automatically listed.
Properties can also be nominated to the California Register by local governments, private
organizations or citizens. This includes properties identified in historical resource surveys with
Status Codes of 1 to 5 and resources designated as local landmarks or listed by city or county
ordinance. The evaluative criteria used by the California Register for determining eligibility are
closely based on those developed for use by the National Park Service for the National
Register. In order to be eligible for listing in the California Register a property must be
demonstrated to be significant under one or more of the following criteria:

Criterion 1 (Event): Resources that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of
California or the United States.

3 San Francisco Call,"Real Estate Transactions," January 14, 1913.
4 California Death Index, 1905-1939; and United States Census 1930, San Francisco County, Enumeration District
82.
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Criterion 2(Person): Resources that are associated with the lives of persons important to
local, California, or national history.

Criterion 3(Architecture): Resources that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, region, or method of construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess
high artistic values.

Criterion 4(Information Potential): Resources or sites that have yielded or have the potential
to yield information important to the prehistory or history of the local area, California or the
nation.

The following section examines the subject property's eligibility for listing in the California
Register under those criteria.
A. Individual Eligibility
•

Criterion 1 (Events)

520 28'h Street does not appear to be eligible for listing in the California Register under
Criterion 1. Although this building was constructed during the subject block's post-earthquake
period, it did not make a significant contribution to this development pattern. Furthermore, the
building is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of local or regional history or the cultural heritage of California or the United States.
Therefore it is not individually eligible for listing in the California Register under Criterion 1. Due
to the assumed date of construction and the front gabled form of the original building, TKC
investigated the possibility of the building being an earthquake shack, but found that its
earliest known dimensions (on the 1914 Sanborn map) do not match those of any known shack

Type.
•

Criterion 2(Persons)

This building does not appear to be eligible for listing in the California Register under Criterion

2. None of the occupants were listed in the San Francisco Biography Collection or newspaper
indexes or otherwise indicated to be important to the history of San Francisco or the State of
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California. Thus the property is not individually eligible for listing in the California Register
under Criterion 2.
•

Criterion 3(Architecture)

This property is not eligible for individual listing in the California Register under Criterion 3.
The original architect/builder could not be identified. The original design of the building is also
unknown. In its current state, this building does not embody distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, region, or method of construction, or possess high artistic values. Thus the
property is not individually eligible for listing in the California Register under Criterion 3.
•

Criterion 4(Information Potential)

This criterion ordinarily refers to potential archeological value. A full analysis of archeological
value is beyond the scope of this report. The property does not appear eligible for individual
listing on the California Register under Criterion 4.
8. District
A property may also become eligible for listing on the California Register as a contributor to a
historic district. Guidelines define a district as an area that "possesses a significant
concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically
or aesthetically by plan or physical development."5 To be listed on the California Register, the
district itself must be eligible under the criteria already discussed. The documentation of the
district must enumerate all properties within it, identifying each as a contributor or noncontributor. The district itself, as well as each of its contributors, then become historical
resources.

The subject block is not formally identified at present as a historic district. To investigate
whether a historic district potentially exists in the area, TKC conducted a search of nearby
HRERs and visually examined the surrounding buildings. Based on the scoping discussion of
May 26, 2015 with the Planning Department, the examined area includes 28th Street between
Castro and Diamond Streets.

5 Once of Historic Preservation, 1995.
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The area contains 32 properties constructed between 1900 and 1988 and ranging in height
from one to four stories (contextual photographs are available in the Appendix). Currently,
there are three HRERs in the area. The following table lists the property address, parcel
number, construction date (per the Assessor's Office) and use. The subject property is in
italics, and it is listed with the construction date given by the Assessor's Office (1917).

Table 1: Buildings on 28'h Street between Castro and Diamond Streets
Address
2096 Castro Street
520 28th Street
524 28th Street
530 28th Street
538 28th Street
540 28~h Street
544 28'h Street
552 28'h Street
556 28th Street
562 28t" Street
566 28th Street
572 28th Street
576 28th Street
580 28th Street
584 28th Street
598 28th Street
501 28th Street
519 28th Street
525 28th Street
529 28th Street
533 28th Street
537 28th Street
543-45 28"' Street
549 28th Street
553 28th Street
557 28th Street
561-63 28th Street
565 28th Street
569 28th Street
575 28'h Street
579 28th Street

Parcel
6604/064
6604/008
6604/009
6604/010
6604/011
6604/012
6604/013
6604/014
6604/015
6604/016
6604/017
6604/018
6604/019
6604/020
6604/020A
6604/042
6611/001
6611/043
6611/042
6611/041
6611/040
6611/039
6611/038
6611/0378
6611/037A
6611/037
6611/049
6611/035
6611/046
6611/045
6611/032

Construction
Date
1988
1917
1910
1900
1910
1907
1928
1931
1910
1909
1955
1910
1952
1951
1955
1958
1955
1961
1910
1910
1917
1910
1910
1951
1961
1951
1910
1906
1900
1982
1951

J UNE, 201 S

Building Use
Multiple-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Multiple-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Multiple-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Multiple-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
Single-family
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Single-family

A search of HRERs in the area found the following results:
• 556 28th Street 6604/015, October 21, 2011 —This property is not a historic resource;
there is no historic district present.
• 562 28th Street 6604/016, May 9, 2014 -This property is not a historic resource; there
is no historic district present.
• 525 28th Street, 6611/042, May 15, 2014 —This property is not a historic resource;
there is no historic district present.

The area examined for this report is a mix of residential with a wide variety of architectural
styles and construction dates. Most of the buildings are vernacular or Modern. Several of the
older buildings have been significantly altered. The area is not unified historically or
architecturally and is not a potential historic district.

V II. INTEGRITY

I n addition to being determined eligible under at least one of the four California Register
criteria, a property deemed to be significant must also retain sufficient historical integrity. The
concept of integrity is essential to identifying the important physical characteristics of historical
resources and hence, evaluating adverse change. For the purposes of the California Register,
i ntegrity is defined as "the authenticity of an historical resource's physical identity evidenced
by the survival of characteristics that existed during the resource's period of significance"
(California Code of Regulations Title 14, Chapter 11.5). A property is examined for seven
variables or aspects that together comprise integrity. These aspects, which are based closely
on the National Register, are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and
association. National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation defines these seven characteristics:
• Location is the place where the historic property was constructed.
• Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plans, space,
structure and style of the property.
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•

Setting addresses the physical environment of the historic property inclusive of
the landscape and spatial relationships of the building/s.

•

Materials refer to the physical elements that were combined or deposited during
a particular period of time and in a particular pattern of configuration to form the
historic property.

•

Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or
people during any given period in history.

•

Feeling is the property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a
particular period of time.

•

Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and
a historic property.

This building is not a historical resource; therefore no period of significance can be
determined. For informational purposes, alterations to the building include an addition to the
primary facade that radically altered the design.

VIII. CONCLUSION

520 28'h Street is not individually eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical
Resources. The property is not located in a potential historic district.
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This series of assessor's photos, located in the parcel file for 520 28'h Street, were not labeled
except for the direction in which the photo was taken. The subject property was not identified
in the photos. TKC labeled these photos for clarification. The methodology for identifying the
subject property used current landmarks (Castro Street concrete steps); the 1938 aerial
photograph; modern satellite photos; and Sanborn maps. It was deduced that the buildings
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seen on the "view North 28th" photos(bottom left corner) did not contain the subject property
because it cannot be seen due to the setback and its one story height. Additionally, the
building in the picture is a hip roof, not afront-facing gable roof (see 1938 aerial). The view
seen from Castro Street shows chip-roof building facing Castro and afront-facing gable
building facing 28'h Street. It is believed the building noted as 520 28th is the subject building
because it is facing 28th Street(see 1938 aerial) and until the late-1950s, the subject property
could be accessed from Castro Street. Currently, three buildings obscure the line of sight of
the subject property from Castro.

Current view from Castro Street at the top of the concrete steps, 520 28th Street beyond
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Satellite view Google Maps
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North Side of 28th Street Between Diamond and Castro Streets
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South Side of 28'h Street Between Diamond and Castro Streets
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Permits for 520 28th Street
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build In accotdanu with tL~ Du+~ and epeciflc►t§o a1~ubm;tted
hrrewlth and accords to the d~ecri
tlor. and fot the pur{sox Aere~ttcr set tarth: na
(1) i.oaUon. ....5.~,~. -...~~tlJ
._~S.Greeq...........__ _....._. _
. ....__......_ .............._....._._..~
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. ,`;_.1.
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q
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am
~~
._._.___(8) Nw of famllla~.
(71 Proymed Uee of ~ulld[wQ ..Aealde~CC.
. _ ___. .. fie) No. of f~millu
3 _ . ~~~
sy
l9) TY.'+~.'of oomtruction.... . . S.C✓.._........ ...._.
(30)..._. '.~Q=_..~~l_ ~.---' _--"... ._._ ~~
I,t;4R6
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(I1) Any othtr 6uUdtoQ ap lot... 1~n..._ ._.__._.{mwt
~
be shown on plot pled if nwwer I~ ym.)
brae.
~~~
(12) Does t64 altaradoa e+ca4 cn addittoori story W the
Ouflding7 .......np...._
~ s
Yw vsm
(19) Tbea tAL dtezat(oa cru4 a horizontal estnmtan
W t
b the bolldinyi _.._.A9_.. . ..
O~
f
or
eo
(11) Dori tAta altentlon wnsdWte n chnnyc o!occupancy
...__.A4.. . ....
~S~
Ya or no
H
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Pivmbin¢ wort to ba yerfarmed.. xe9....._.;
~c~
~u
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ya~or no
(171 Auto:nohtle runwcY to be ~Itered or lnstalied._d9..____.....
..
~
or ao
p8) Sldewelk o~~er suE-sidewalk apace to be repaired7r
or altercd. ......IIG..........
(18) WfU s4eei ~yaca to wed Burin; rnnevucUon 7...no...._..
.._..
~w or eo
t:~) Wr1te Ia description of a!1 w•ark to be performed under ti:b
aµyl~nUoe:
(Releraa~e to p4na ~ not nutAetent)
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'~....1l.1,lA~QILQ.....:.31RS.ifl.._....__._...

.............~__.RttA.1.a
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►.
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_.....__ .. .............._........_._._.__....._. _....._.._..__.......
0
__ __......._....__.....----.___~.._..__....._..._c
W
. . .. .. .
. ................._...................._..............
...................._......_.._..__...._...__.._......._._.......... F
N
(El) SuP~d~bn of eonstructloa
bY_.........._._._____....---.._._..Addrea~_....__.__.__.__._....._
..~...~
l2Y) Cenan: Cnatredor_.E._Z~...Bara~lbr..ine.~t
--.._..Caiilornit Lte~n~s Na.18A...2].6._........x
Address 1C0..S~.£k.~S.R_.I.LYQANQ ~-.~.M~~'.d~C~.$..
CO_.S~&.~.~.~4i'Fl~.$._..._.__...._..
_.._._.~
(49) Arehitnct oz EaB~eec._....................
.........._.....Callfora4 CertifleaU Na._..~~
t for d.al~n)
._...._..._O
Addrw .......................... .
;
(^.4) Architect of EnYlaeer.._ ..................... _....__... ........
__..GUlornu Cvtifl~ta Nw_~._.._........._....
(tw coo.erartlm)
_
t
.9dd rent
. .__ ....... .. ....
_ _. ..... .._.
_. . . ..__.. .......~.. _.._..........~._.__.."_.
1
_..
. ..~
125i I AereEy certify and agree thn: if a permit is ie~ued
for tha rnnatracdon deecr'bed is this
cation e.l t6e pravisiam ~f Lhe permit and il;
appll-i
kws and ord[nance~ aFpticabiu thereto
comylled with. I further agree to wve San
w~l bed N
Fnneieco and 3G offirtaln xad emyloyeae
from aIt sofa gad d~map~ n~ieL may sesrue
_
from use or occ~paney of iha sidewalk, Mradue=
eubeideaelk space or from anythtn¢ else !n
ntrcet
eaaneetioa with the work included Sn tCe yermli. ora,n
[oregciny covenant shell be bfndfog u{ron the
Tpe~'
Dune:
of
eafd
yroperty,
the apglirent, the}r Leis,
aucceesan and aasl¢eem.
ta
(26) Ovmez.. ...9...Tacata.. . .._.. .
.__.._
__..
tPhone .333-T.193...........__)p►
PE+ matr+et bq aue..uz u
Addrem. ...52Q_.-_1Hth_Street,. San.
.Fraz~niac.o., .~ aJ.lfornla_._..........__.._.....
..~z
ND
Hr ..... _........._......._........___....... ...._. _...
_.....Address...1.QD _,5„d.Ck~B~.,..~~~._
Own~ri AuthoHad A e W b Owo~ri Aatlorts~d
FF..?1?.~~.~.Co.,... z ~
AreA1Gce,
S
nm
or
Ghur~l Contnetoz.
CEBTIFSCATE OF F~NAL COMPI,S?IOX
h~
AND(OR
PBR~IT OF OCCUPANCY LIUST BE
OBTAINED ON CAMPL&TION OF
MENT OF THE HUR.D72tiG OR A W08K OR A7,TERATI0:4 INVOLVAG AN ENLAR~~
C8ANC8 OF OCCUPANCY PURSUANT TO
AND 809, SAN FRANCISCA BUILDIY
G CODE, BEFORE BUILDING L9 OCCUPIESEC. 808
D.
Poreuaot W aec. 90A, S.n Frnnelaeo
Building Code, the Duiidiny per¢tit shall De
posted on lab.
Owner is re~poasib.e far spyroved piano and
applfcatlou baSr.Q kept et 6uildfng rice.
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Wrlle in Ink—File 'Rvo Cogiea
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CITY AYD COUNTY OF SAN FRASCISCO
~ <t
UEPAItTDIBKT OF PlillWC K'ORILS
t~
l3LDL:. FORM
fF,1i7TtAL PBRtlIT BURBAL'~ O0
ANPIJCA?ItIN FUIt BL'IIAINC PERMIT
F~
3
'
ADDITIOM9, AI.T6fU'P10NS OR REPAIRS
~3N
<a
Jan..zA ._..._..._
dvplkation b hernby made to the Ue~:arlmrnt of Yublle Worka
_.........- _.---19~l~"~~
of San Francisco
for permlwtoa to
bulid to attordrnce alth Nt p~ana and eyrcJfttations auLmittrJ
hercn~:tR and according W tl~e deerily~ V tl
Von one fcr the purpme heminxfter set ferth:
y
(1) I.oution.. _ ._.. 520 28th Street
s:~
1•L) Toul Coat (i)..180G..OQ....(91 No. of Storice...1....__...__.
!i) Bunment or Ce1Lr-Y~.9'--..._ ~o
(b) Pree¢nt Uce of bu[IdInQ...............dxl~_. _..__..._.._ _.
. ..._... (8) No. of femi~4ee._..~~m_~.~C d
dwl
X91 ProWsm1 Lx of bul:dfnY._. ... _..._
_._ ... ... ... .. .. .
_. (8) No. of fsmiUm.._._1
_._.._..__~
{`_~
(~1 TYDl 6t COb4tiUCLOG..... .... .............. _. .. .__.._.IIOI.._.
....._...._..........
"'_'_ ~3;
_'_'
1~ i.a, ~.
(111 AnY other hvfldtng vi: Iot.........~ or ~._. _(moat bn aLow•n PrcpoW 8u0din[ Cody "...DsWea ...
ou Dlcc p4a if ~newar 4 Yes.)
~
PO
q Y1 Dues this elteratlon cre►te sn addiLiuua! ntUr3~ to the Cuiidi +
-~~c
ni. ............._._.......
~~Q
yw m ao
(18) Does lhia Aterrt3on cm~te u horizontal e:tensioa W tha
butldiaQ? ,,.no...__._....
p t
T~wm
W~
(14) Does thie alteration wnet State a cMnge o! oceupnn y ...-.-.
AO.... _....
O ~~
ur ne
7s.
(16) Electrleal Rork to be yerfocmed. .na .. ... -._ (18) PI:~mEfaII
work !o be performed. .. ~.._.._...~ K ~
~n or ne
yW or eo `s~
(1i) Auterwblie ranwaY b be altered ur Ouu:allpl ..__.. .nR
w iu .
(18) Sfdewaik o~~er sub-aide~~Rlk space to be re~wim!Tai
or aftared_.....n0_,_...._.,
(19) WTI etrcet space be uxd Burin¢ cunntruettoa 9..n~ . . _ _. .. p.er ne
~..er es
1407 WN!e in desrripUon of ull ivo~k to Le pertarmnA un:!er
tltia eppliwUon:
(Reference to pinna :~: not sulticient)
Puild Front, atsirs -wood

t

.. .

_

_

....

... .

... . .. ....

...

(4D 9uperaWan ut cowtructbn Dy h E York .,
( Y2) Ccrarnl Contrector.Yozk, Construcclon,.__
A ddreu..988 Va18nc1{~ 9L..._
( 29) Archltetia.~)`meer. .
..
_. .

..

....._.. ... ._..__..._

_..

_._~'i

.Addreae.. 9BB Valencia SL
..Gllfornta Lieeye No_lbj493,.,.,....~
._..__...._.__.__
____....__.._.r~
Califoent~ Cert34tate Na._. _."".__.__......Q
_.
3

Addy?sa __. ._..._........ .
_.
_
..
lPA1 AreiiitecC or 6nstneer. .. ...__ _ _..
.. . ._.. (..RUtarnu Certi6nte Na ~..__._.....
Iter eee~weHmt
.~t
~n
/~,c~ll4f
... .
... . .
{ ?5) !hereby certify and agree that if a permLL Is
(Neil
far
the
conrtruetlo
a
deecr~bed !a thl~ ~yyi!•~+~
~eUon, ell the pwvSafom of the permit and alt Iaivs and
¢~
oniinaacea npyllcable thereW vi)1 bap
omplied with. 1 further agree to mve Sen Fngclsco
tram ell coati and daroagee which vuy accrue free usered tts oRlctala gad empiuy~ turaJ~~~
or oecupanc7 of the aidewatk, ntrat of9a
substdenaik space or from ~nythina e1u in tonnectton
foreyoinq wvc+wnt ~ha71 be binding uyon the owner oftivith the work laduded iu the permit 1'6t—~
geld property, the appllcan4 theft haln,3t
succeawrs and ansigaeos.
{ 26) Ovneodrbaao 1'acata
_. ..fPhcme 282 0292
~
~~
e.a l~8nee.0
A ddrese J`.20 2~~11..$L~4Et
p
....
..... .. _. .— M
p
H
H. fi Tork
~~~~~~ 9E8 Valencia St
_.... .
—
~~
........._......
OwnatY AvtIIerluE A(ee1 b M Own~ia
_.......s
AirM1itnL Eo~letm w (~wrai Ce~t~~t(eq,
&
~
C6RTiFICATB OF F1NAL CC5IPLETAu{Aorl~cd
f
WH AhU,OR PF.AMIT OF OCCUPANC
OBTAINED ON COMPi,ET10N QF WORK OR
?NST BS
9 -g
ALTERATION INYOLV2NC ANYENIdRCE
MENT OF THE HCiLDINC OR A CHANG F. OF
g
AND 808, SAN FRANGISCO HW LDING CODE, OCCUPANCY PURSUANT TO 3E0. BOS
HEFORE UUII.DH9G 13 OCCUPIED.
~
~ ~
Punuept to Sx. SM, San Fnndscu Doi!ding Code,
the
Owner is reiponpi6s'e for approved D~rrs anQ npp!icationbuilAhig permft shall bt poeted on job.
`~
bring kept o[ lmfiding site.
o
2
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S2❑ 28TH STREET

HISTORICAL RE5OLJRCE EVALUATION
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52❑ 28tH STREET

HISTORICAL RESOURCE EVALUATION

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
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i Application for Discretionary Review

~R~ ~ ~ 2097

a
_:, ~~~.

APPLICATION FOF~$T~' ~ ~~~'~'`a-c `~ `
~I~~~~~lo~~

~~~1~~

1. Owner/Applicant Information
_
~q Pq~

R R

iS NAME

I

_

NTS I~DRflES"' . -

~

~~~iendicirro~ass~Rd ~
~Vp~O ~ __CA

TCLEPH~NG:

-..~

707 983 6511 '~
~

~ 95428

~

..,

- —

7JP CODE'

~ ~~~

"

-.. ~

'-ZIP,CODE

TELEPHONE~'~

~~'

! ~
_-.._.......___..,.....,,_.__e _._..__.__, ....._..
CONTACT
FOfl DR APPLICATION
_ ~..~.._.._
- lane
--'-'

i

---- inau

__

.. . __.w.~_. _. ._

-

___. .__~.----_----._

______ _.______. ....._._ ___~_.~~~_

Same as Above Q
.7JP CODE.

~~5(~~Mendicino Pass Rd j CDve.l p~ =G/~

2. Location and Classification
,_
_~,.__ .._-- -_,.
~,OFPROJECT:.
~_
>,
~-'

-.~~'~~~ .

~--.-

T__T_.

`.. ~

':,

'"

~-

~

TELEPHONE.;'

-'

(707 ~9-1273`

95428

--_.,- ~-----:. ~'
.~ °-

"-ZIP CODE.^,•i

ASSESSORSBkOCK/LOT;"

6604

.~_.._._~_—

f--008

L

-

-_ _
HT/BULKDISTRICT - ~ .

3. Project'Description
Please check all that apply

Change of Use ❑

Change of Hours ❑

Additions to Building.

~esdentiai

Present or Previous Use.
Residen is
Proposed Use•

New Construction ❑

Front ~

Height [2~

Alterations ~

Demolition ❑

Side Yard ❑

_
LV 171 1 1LL431

Building Pernut Application No.

Other ❑

11/12/2075
Date Filed:

.~-~

,
.Application for Discretionary Review

Discretionary Review Request
In the space below and on separate paper,if necessary, please present facts sufficient to answer each question.

1. 4VYtat are the reasons for requesting Discretionary Review? The project meets the minimum standards of the
Planning Code. What are the exceptional and extraordinazy circumstances that justify Discretionazy Review of
the project? How does the project conflict with the Cit}~s General Plan or the Planning Code's Priority Policies or
Residential Design Guidelines? Please be specific and site specific sections of the Residential Design Guidelines.
The proposed project is out of character with the neighborhood. This block is unusual in that it is composed of houses on top of a hill reached by long
stairways with large, publicly visible gardens between the houses and the street. The proposed project would effectively replace a 1 story building
perche on tap o a i with a 5 story bw ing starting at street eve — t ere y e iminating t e gar en an rea ing up w at is current y a arge green
area. The scale of the proposed building is not compatible with surrounding buildings. Proposed building will be 5 stories. Surrounding buildings are 2
stories. The proposed building will impinge on mid-block open space by adding a second story reaching nearly to the back of the lot. The extensions
~t neinhhnrc -- eSgeC~J~y the ha~~~4rohitartural faaturgq 2nci hujldin9~tepaJc do not anhanC2 the
Ifl the f~oili_&nr1 hark urill ci~nifirant~y hlnrk light

neighborhood's character or provide visual interest or texture. The neighboring houses are two story wood houses with extensive greenery in front of
the overall
them. THe~eyese~bt~ifdifl
neighborhood context. It is not compatible with the patterns and architectural features of surrounding buildings. It does not respond to the topography
he-sit~and~hesurrounding
of the si
area. The building's scale and form is not compatible with that of surrounding buildings. Height and depth of the building is not compatible with the
existing building scale at the mid-block open space.
2. The Residential Design Guidelines assume some impacts to be reasonable and expected as part of construction.
Please explain how this project would cause unreasonable impacts. If you believe your property, the property of
others or the neighborhood would be adversely affected, please state who would be affected, and how:
Currently our front yard and several neighboring front yards combine to make a very large landscaped open space. The proposed
project would break up that open space. This would effect the neighborhood in general by eliminating a publicly visible green area
~P

and It

Cjpna fn

iho front of fha hni Ica ~ ill hlnrk liPub ~nrl rrcato nri~iary icSUES

for us. The protruding concrete block of "master bedroom #2" with iYs roof top deck will be significantly above grade and above and in
o ng in e ron o our o se. e s eppe concre e re a n ng all
spa in o ~f on porc an e
front o~o~t mouse,
running along our property line all the wav down to the street will enclose our front yard in an unsightly concrete wall. Also according
to their plans, this wall actually wraps around the front of our house.
The additional second story, reaching almost to the rear property Iine, will double the height of the wall bordering our back yard,
effective y oxing in our ac yar , oc ing ig , an e imina ing greenery. e roo ec ooming over our ac yar wi impact our
privacy by allowing them to look down into our yard and in our kitchen window.
3. What alternatives or changes to the proposed project, beyond the changes(if any) already made would respond to
the exceptional and extraordinary circumstances and reduce the adverse effects noted above in question ~1?
1}The three additional floors added underneath the exiting house should be eliminated to maintain the current front yard
~ .~nll o~ olimin_#c~ho~~,Jh41v c+onnorl nnnnre+e ~ei~ll~orao:i~g our
.i ioo~~
I' ht ~+ .~
open cn~ro aan~_~n
~
rr
garden.
2)Any front porches/decks should be no higher than our front porch. Ideally they should be lower to respect the
topogr~^~„ of OR4h ~+~oe~.
3)The facade of the proposed house should extend no farther than the front of neighboring houses. Ideally it should
remain where the facade of the current house is.
ham+ 4.~ r7 +hon fh on fho Se~.•~n~ c#nricc n4 noinhh~ng
4)Th
houses to protect the mid-block open space and allow light into neighboring yards.
5)cumulatively these changes will reduce the size of the proposed house to make it's scale compatible with neighboring
buildings.

This block of 28th street is visually unique in that a large, steep, garden spans several front
yards creating a quite large, publicly visible and publicly enjoyable open space.

The proposed development (current location of the small yellow house below) would completely
eliminate the garden and turn a one story house perched on top of a hill into a 5 story house
starting and street level. The proposed development will most closely resemble the house on
the far left
New house will
go here
V

Any renovation should respect the topography of the hill and follow the slope of 28th street. In
other words, their roof peak and their deck should be a little lower than the neighboring house's

Below is the garden as seen from our front porch. A stepped concrete wall, in places as much
as 15 feet above grade, will be placed through the middle of this, blocking light to our garden
and boxing it in.

:
~

,
~~~;:

`

~ <.

"~:. '~`

~'~ ~

r-+.;

30 ~,
'~
<r .
'~ tr
!'R~.e ~,
`-.
,
f,
~

~7 a.

~`s~. ~rr.

,.-. .

The proposed extension of a second story into the back yard will impinge on mid block open
space, reduce light, and box in our yard, essentially making it a canyon. (back out their current
house: left, our house: right)

I magine a 20 foot high wall replacing the current 10 foot high side wall of their building.

RESPONSE TO

D I S C R E T I O N A RY
R EV I EW ( d r p)
Project Information
Property Address:

Zip Code:

520 - 28th Street

94121

Building Permit Application(s): 201511122431
Record Number:

Assigned Planner:

Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer

Project Sponsor
Name:

Denis McMahon, Enda Keane

Phone:

(415) 246-8855

Email: bones@townconsulting.com

Required Questions
1. Given the concerns of the DR requester and other concerned parties, why do you feel your proposed
project should be approved? (If you are not aware of the issues of concern to the DR requester, please meet the DR
requester in addition to reviewing the attached DR application.)

2. What alternatives or changes to the proposed project are you willing to make in order to address the
concerns of the DR requester and other concerned parties? If you have already changed the project to
meet neighborhood concerns, please explain those changes and indicate whether they were made before
or after filing your application with the City.

3. If you are not willing to change the proposed project or pursue other alternatives, please state why you feel
that your project would not have any adverse effect on the surrounding properties. Include an explaination
of your needs for space or other personal requirements that prevent you from making the changes
requested by the DR requester.

PAGE 1 | RESPONSE TO DISCRETIONARY REVIEW - CURRENT PLANNING

V. 5/27/2015 SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Project Features
Please provide the following information about the project for both the existing and proposed features. Please attach an additional
sheet with project features that are not included in this table.

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Dwelling Units (only one kitchen per unit - additional kitchens count as additional units)

1

1

Occupied Stories (all levels with habitable rooms)

1

2

Basement Levels (may include garage or windowless storage rooms)

0

1

Parking Spaces (Off-Street)

0

Bedrooms
Height
Building Depth

Approx. 67 feet from front building wall

Approx.106 feet from front of garage wall

Rental Value (monthly)
Property Value

I attest that the above information is true to the best of my knowledge.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date:
✔

2/5/18

Property Owner
Authorized Agent

If you have any additional information that is not covered by this application, please feel free to attach
additional sheets to this form.
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Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich
Attorneys at Law
417 E Street
Davis, CA 95616
(530)758-0757
Fax(530)758-2844

William D. Kopper*
ofCounsel

Preston L. Morgan
Christopher W. Dietrich

November 30, 2017

Via FedEx
Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer
Planner/Preservation Specialist, Southwest Quadrant
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: Discretionary Review and Variance Hearing for 520 28th Street
Dear Ms. Jonckheer:
Kate McGee,the Planner Liliane Ninaud and Jerry Tergis hired to assist them with respect to 520
28th Street, stated that you had informed her that"Mr. Kim had requested a written document that
outlines our concerns expressed at the meeting with him, but that the attorney was unwilling to
provide one."
I was frankly shocked to hear this. We met on October 18, 2017, and on October 19, 2017, I sent
to Mr. Kim by email and U.S. mail the attached settlement letter dated October 19, 2017. In the
email dated October 23, 2017 (which I have attached), Mr. Kim acknowledges receipt of our
settlement letter.
I am now concerned about the developers negotiations with the Planning Staff. I have attached
the communication that we were intending to send to Planning Staff for consideration at the
November 16 hearing. Please take into account our concerns with respect to negotiations with the
Developers.

Sincerely,
!
h ~
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Wil iam D. Kopper
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Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich
Attorneys at Law
417 E Street
Davis, CA 95616
(530)758-0757
Fax(530)758-2844

Preston L. Morgan
Christopher W.Dietrich

William D.Kopper*
ofCounsel

October 19, 2017

Mr. Tony Kim
Town Consulting Inc.
1253 6th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
Re: 520 28~' Street, San Francisco, CA
Dear Mr. Kim:
It was a pleasure to meet with you on October 18 regarding the proposed replacement ofthe
house at 520 28th Street. As you know,I represent Liliane Ninaud and Jerry Tergis who own the
neighboring house directly to the east at 524 28~' Street. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis oppose the
proposed new home at 520 28th Street because it is out of scale with the neighborhood, destroys
the front landscaping that stabilizes the hill for both 520 and 524 28~' Street, threatens the
structural stability oftheir home and is not in compliance with the City's Design Guidelines.
Vile have put our objections to the proposed project in a letter to the City dated June 22,2017,
which I have attached for your review in the event that you have not yet seen it.
I understand from both the City Planning Department and yourselfthat the City prefers that
neighbors work out their differences about neighboring projects if at all possible. I do not know
ifit will be possible to work our differences with the developers and investors in the proposed
new house at 524 28~' Street. Despite the undesirability ofthe entire.proposed project, Ms.
Ninaud and Mr. Tergis are prepared to make an offer for settlement that they believe will provide
the minimal measures necessary to protect their property from damage from the proposed
project. These measures are as follows:
1. Developer Replace the Foundation Under the East Wall of524 28th Street. The
Geotechnical Engineer hired by Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis, Joe Gray, has provided an
opinuon that the report from the developer's geotechnical engineer is not complete and
there is insufficient information to determine the potential damage to 524 28~' Street from

the excavation at 520 28th Street. Mr. Gray has stated that it is reasonably likely there
will be damage. The reason for this is the scope ofthe excavation(removal of9704
cubic yards of di_rt), and the condition ofthe foundation at 524 28~` Street. The
foundation of524 28th Street is resting upon fractured shale rock, and the house is
supported by a thin layer of concrete on top ofthe rock. If any ofthe shale rock
underneath 524 28~` Street moves at all, the house will be structurally damaged.. It is
most likely to move on the east side where there will be substantial excavation. The
drilling ofthe holes for the support I-beams on the west side of520 28~' Street may move
the fractured shale rock on the east side of524 28th Street and cause structural damage to
the house. Directly adjacent to the southeast comer ofthe house at 524 28th Street, the
developers are going to~dig•a 25 foot deep pit. The developer's geotechnical report does
describe how 524 28~ Street will be supported, and instead makes a legal argument that
the developers have no duty to protect the house at 524 28~' Street. We believe the only
feasible protection is to replace the east foundation wall and also the short wrap around
the porch in the south east corner ofthe house. We would also ask that we have access
to the east wall of524 28~` Street at the time ofconstruction ofthe new house at 520 28~'
Street so that we can make any necessary repairs to that exterior wall. We want to
remind you that Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis want to keep 524 28~' Street as low cost
rental housing in the City, and do not want to be forced to sell their home for another
mega-house development.

2. Payment for Survey. For two years the developers of520 28~' Street insisted that 524
28~' Street encroached onto their property at 520 28~' Street. The developers never
recorded their survey showing the encroachment, but presented in to the City Planning
Department. The City Planning stafFrecornmended that Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis
obtain their own survey because staff questioned whether the developers' survey was
accurate. As shown in the attachment to this letter, Ms..Ninaud and Mr. Tergis did get
their own survey and it ofcourse showed that their house at 524 28~' Street was well
within the properly boundaries. Ironically, on the day that the surveyor hired by Ms.
Ninaud and Mr. Tergis completed measurements at 524 28~` Street, the developers
contacted Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis and informed them that iri fact their survey was in
error and 524 28th Sireet was not outside its property boundaries. The developers had
reason to know the day when my clients had the surveyor out at the property because one
ofthe developers' sons lives at 520 28~' Street. We would like to see the communication
from the surveyor to the developers first disclosing the error in the survey. My clients
suspect that the developers knew for some time about the error in the survey but did not
disclose it because they wanted leverage on Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis. But even if the
survey error is an incident ofinnocent mistake, the developers should still pay because
the error cost Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis a lot of money and grief. We ask that the
developers pay the $3700.00 survey cost and the $662 recording fee.

2

3. Shading and Light Study. The proposed new house at 520 28th Street extends north
from the south wa11 of 524 28th street at a two-story height for approximately 20 feet.
This extension will cut off light and cause shading of524 28~' Steet property. We
believe a study showing the impact on available light and shading of524 28th Street is
appropriate and should be required to better understand the impacts ofthe proposed
project.
4. Modify the Front Deck for Privacy Projection. As we mentioned in our meeting, a
portion ofthe front deck proposed for 520 28~' Street is elevated above the deck at 524
28~` Street and allows direct viewing into the front windows. We are asking that this
elevated portion ofthe deck be removed from the plans and that access to the deck be
provided from a sliding window at the front ofthe house.
5. Vibration Monitoring. We expect damage to 524 28th Street from the vibrations
caused by the excavation at 520 28th Street. The vibrations will be an annoyance, but they
may also cause cosmetic, as well as structural damage. A consulting engineer will
photograph 524 28~' Street, and monitor any damage that occurs from vibrations. We
'
ask the developers to pay for this vibration monitoring.
6. Elevator Sound Proofing. We ask that the elevator sound proofing be designed by a
licensed acoustical engineer and that the engineer certify that the elevator will not be
audible within 524 28~' Street.
7. Landscape Repair. We ask for a period oftwo years after constntction is completed at
520 28~' Street that the developer pay for the repair of any erosion or landscaping damage
that occurs at 524 28th Street due to the project construction at 520 28th Street.
Thank you for your consideration ofthese proposed mitigation measures, and we appreciate
hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely,
✓f

W

William D. Kopper

-,

~`'

William Kopper
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Kim <bones@townconsulting.com>
Monday, October 23, 2017 9:11 AM
William Kopper
Re: 520 28th Street

M r. Kopper
Thank you for sending the letter.
forwarded your email to my clients and we will send you a response.
Tony Kim
Town Consulting
(415)246-8855
On Oct 20, 2017, at 12:55 PM, William Kopper <kopperld@kopperlaw.com> wrote:
Dear Mr. Kim:
M y clients have decided to put in a letter to you their concerns regarding the Project at 520 28th Street and their offer to
compromise with the developers of the Project. Please share the attached letter with the developers of the Project and
acknowledge your receipt of the letter. Thank you.
Bill Kopper
Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich
Attorneys at Law
417 E Street, Davis CA 95616
(530)758-0757
The contents ofthis message, together with any attachments, are intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which they are addressed and may contain information that is legally privileged, confidential and
exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify the original sender or Kopper, Morgan, &Dietrich by telephone (530)7570757 or by return E-mail and delete this message, along with any attachments, from your computer. Thank you.

<Itr to Kim.pdf~
<Comment to City2.pdfl

Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich
Attorneys at Law
417 E Street
Davis, CA 95616
(530)758-0757
Fax(530)758-2844

William D. Kopper*
ofCounsel

Preston L. Morgan
Christopher W. Dietrich

November 6,2017

Via FedEx
Elizabeth Gordon Jonckheer
Planner/Preservation Specialist, Southwest Quadrant
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: Discretionary Review and Variance Hearing for 520 28th Street
Hearing Date, November 16,2017
Dear Ms. Jonckheer and Members ofthe Planning Commission:
I represent Liliane Ninaud and Jerry Tergis, who own the home at 524 28th Street that is directly
adjacent to the west of the Proposed Project at 520 28th Street. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis have
owned the property at 524 28th Street since 1961, and it is currently maintained as a rental home
with a substantially below market rental rate for the tenants. 524 28~' Street was built by
William Smith,the first African American contractor in San Francisco, and 524 28th Street was
used as his personal home. 524 28th Street has historical significance to the City.
520 28th Street is located in the RH-1 zone and has a lot size of2850 square feet(25 feet wide by
114 feet deep). The lot includes a steep grade(more than 20 percent grade) with the existing
house located at the top ofthe slope ofthe lot. The cuxrent house on the lot is 1,204 square feet
on one level, with a deck of 182 square feet. A winding staircase leads from the street up to the
house.
The plans available to us at the time of preparation ofthis letter show a proposed new house
spanning five floors with 4,385 square feet of floor space. There are three basement levels
climbing up the hill. Basement level3 is 699 square feet, Basement level2 is 564 square feet,
and basement level 1 is 711 square feet. There are two levels on top ofthe hill —the first floor
of 1,299 square feet and the second floor of 1,112 square feet. The proposed house has 756
square feet of exterior deck space. The Proposed Project will make deep cuts into the existing
hill —approximately 50 feet at basement level 3, approximately 33 feet at basement level 2, and
approximately 24 feet at basement level 1. Basement level 1, which includes the master
bedroom, will jut out approximately 15 feet beyond the existing slope ofthe hill. The plans call
for a total excavation of9704 cubic yards of dirt, or 800 to 900 dump truck loads.
To build the Proposed Project, the applicants must obtain a finding from the Planning
Commission that the Proposed Project is consistent with the City's Residential Design
Guidelines, and must also obtain a variance for the encroachment of the house into the back 25

percent ofthe lot that is to be reserved for open space under the City's Planning and Zoning
Code. My clients, Liliane Ninaud and Jerry Tergis, oppose the Project as it is currently proposed
because it does not comply with the City's Residential Design Guidelines and they also oppose
the grant of a variance. We discuss in this letter three issues: 1)the Project's Potential
damage to 524 28th Street; 2)The Project's failure to comply with Residential Design
Guidelines; and 3)the Project's failure to meet the City's standards for the grant of a variance.
1) Proiect's Potential Damage to 524 28th Street.
a.Structural Stability of 524 28th Street. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis are concerned that the
extensive excavation on the adjacent lot at 520 28~' Street may undermine the stability oftheir
home at 524 28th Street. The Proposed Project involves extensive excavation and alteration ofthe
hill which supports the existing house and the neighboring house at 524 28~'~Street. To bolster
the application for a building permit to construct the Proposed Project on the hill, the applicant
obtained the services of Kevin O'Connar Civil Engineers to prepare a geotechnical report. Ms.
Ninaud and Mr. Tergis hired Gray Geotechnical Engineers to review the O'Connor report
because they are concerned that the excavation of520 28th Street may undermine the ground
stability and structural integrity of524 28th Street. (See, Gray letter dated June 21,2017
attached as Exhibit A).
Mr. Gray stated:"The O'Connor report has characterized the subsurface conditions based on a
regional geological map and an exploratory boring to a depth of 3.5 feet. It is our opinion that
the subsurface exploration depth and method used is not appropriate for characterizing bedrock
excavation on the order of35 feet deep that is to be retained by piers or tieback anchors."
Additionally, Mr. Gray's letter specifies other deficiencies in the O'Connor Report. He
concludes:"Our review was not exhaustive, but without the benefit of additional information that
is specified in this letter it is our professional opinion that the proposed project may have a
detrimental effect upon the stability or structural integrity ofthe adjacent home at 524 2gtn
Street," We ask that the Planning Commission not approve the Proposed Project without a
requirement that the applicant provide the additional information to the City's Building
Department requested in Mr. Gray's letter, and that as a condition of approval:"The Applicant

In the event the Project is approved, there will most certainly be significant damage to 524 2gtn
Street, unless the foundation under the east wall is replaced. On October 18, 2017, Mr. Gray
once again examined the property at 524 28~' Street. Mr. Gray stated that the foundation of 524
28tH Street is a thin layer of concrete poured on fractured shale rock. The redwood beam su~ports
for the 524 28th Street house rest on this thin layer of concrete. On the east side of524 28t
Street, the developers ofthe new project will have to drill holes for I-Beams to stabilize the rock
on the 524 28t"Street property, and keep it from falling into the new excavation pits. This
drilling is likely to shift the fractured shale on which the east side of 524 28~' Street rests, causing
damage to the house. This outcome is especially likely because the developers ofthe new
project plan a 25-foot excavation directly below the southeast corner of524 28th Street. The
developers of 520 28th Street contend that any shifting of rock or damage to 524 28th Street is the
problem ofthe owners of 524 28th Street. If damage occurs to 524 28t"Street, the net impact will
be to force Mr. Tergis and Ms. Ninaud to sell their house to mega-house developers.
b.Erosion. Common vegetation covers the hillside lots at 520 and 524 28th Street. As part of
the construction ofthe new house at 520 28th Street, all ofthe vegetation will be ripped out. This
will also cause the death of a significant amount ofthe vegetation on the hill frontage of524 2gth
Street due to the fact that the vegetation has roots on both lots and overlaps the two lots. As a
consequence ofthe loss ofthe roots and plants stabilizing the hill, the hill will degrade and
erode. When a large new home was built a few lots away, the new construction caused erosion

on the adjacent lot. The owner ofthe lot tried to stabilize the erosion with sandbags, but the
erosion remains significant. The City should require that for a period oftwo years after
construction the developer of520 28th Street shall be responsible for mitigation of any erosion on
528 28th Street caused by the construction of520 28th Street.
c. Noise Impact of the Elevator. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis are concerned that the peaceful
enjoyment ofthe home at 524 28t"Street may be disturbed by the noise of the elevator at 520
28th Street, which will be directly adjacent to the master bedroom at 524 28th Street. The
applicant for the Proposed Project has provided no information about the sound generation for
the proposed elevator, and there are no conditions of approval that would appear to limit the
sound generation from the elevator. Clearly, it is unreasonable for the residents of524 28th Street
to suffer being awakened at night by the elevator on the adjacent property going up and down.
We propose as a condition of approval that the Planning Commission adopt as a condition of
approval that "the Applicant shall provide to the City Building Department a Report from a
licensed and qualified noise engineer that certifies with noise mitigation measures, if anv are
necessary, that the Proposed Project's elevator will cause no noise penetration into the living
space of524 28th Street."
d.Shading of 524 28th Street. The Proposed Project's deck over the second story basement is
more than 30 feet in front ofthe front facade of524 28th Street and also the front facade ofthe
existing. house at 520 28th Street. The first floor deck is more than 15 feet in front ofthe front
facade of 524 28~' Street and also the front facade ofthe existing house at 520 28th Street. The
decks will shade the plants growing on the hill in front of 524 28th Street, which protect the hill
from erosion. The lack of sun may kill the plants and cause erosion on the hill, which has
occurred in other steep locations in the City where vegetation has died. The addition ofthe
single floor, above the existing building will block the sunlight from reaching the two bedrooms
and kitchen at 524 28th Street.
The deck on the first floor of520 28th Street is at least three feet higher than the living room at
524 28th Street and will allow people on the deck to look directly into the living room at 524 28~'
Street, destroying the privacy ofthe residents of the house. Additionally, the large back deck
will take away the privacy from the two bedrooms in the house at 524 28th Street. As a
condition of Project approval and issuance of a building pernut, Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis ask
that the City impose a condition on the Proposed Project as follows:"The applicant shall submit
a shade study to the City Planning Department and the City Building Department, and the Cites
shall propose changes to the Proiect that shall minimize the shading of and loss of light to the
privacy of the residents of524 28"` Street."
e.Survey Issue. The developers of 520 28th Street contended for two years that the house at
520 28~' Street was 8 inches over the property line, and that the developers had the right to build
a wrap-around wall that would reclaim the 8 inches. The developers never recorded their survey
showing the encroachment, but presented it to the City Planning Department. The City Planning
staff recommended that Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis obtain their own survey because staff
questioned whether the developers' survey was accurate. As shown in Exhibit B to this letter,
Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis did obtain their own survey and it showed that their house at 524 2gth
Street was well within the property boundaries. Ironically, on the day that the surveyor hired by
Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis completed measurements at 524 28th Street, the developers contacted
Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis and informed them that in fact their survey was in error and 524 2gth
Street was not outside its property boundaries. The developers had reason to know the day
when my clients' surveyor was out at the property because one ofthe developers' sons lives at
520 28th Street. We would like to see the communication from the surveyor to the developers
first disclosing the error in the survey. The developers have not provided us with this information
despite our requests for the information. My clients suspect that the developers knew for some
time about the error in the survey but did not disclose it because they wanted leverage on Ms.

Ninaud and Mr. Tergis. But even if the survey error is an incident ofinnocent mistake, the
developers should still pay because the error cost Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis a lot of money and
grief. We ask that the developers pay the $3700.00 survey cost and the $662 recording fee.
2) Non-Compliance With The City's Residential Design Guidelines
Section 311(c) ofthe City Planning Code does not provide the Planning Commission with
discretion to approve a project that is not in compliance with the City's Residential Design
Guidelines. The Planning Code states: "Applications determined not to be in compliance with
the standards ... ofthe ...Residential Design Guidelines ...shall be held until either the
application is determined to be in compliance, is disapproved, or a recommendation for
cancellation is sent to the Department of Building Inspection." Moreover,"[t]he construction of
new residential buildings and alteration of existing residential buildings in R Districts shall be
consistent with the design policies and guidelines ofthe General Plan and with the "Residential
Design Guidelines."
The City Planning Department encourages applicants to work with neighbors to come to an
agreements upon changes to new residential projects that may allow both the neighbors and
applicants to live with the new project. Often the meetings between the neighbors and the
applicants lead to compromises that allow projects to go forward, and also lead to compliance
with the City's Residential Design Guidelines. In the case ofthe application for the Proposed
Project at 520 28th Street, Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis reached out to Mr. Tony Pantaleani, the
architect and applicant, on three occasions. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis made an approach in an
email to Mr. Panteleoni on June 9, which is attached as Exhibit C. Mr. Pantaleoni did not
respond to any ofthese requests to discuss the Proposed Project and compromise the design of
the Proposed Project to bring it in conformity with the City's Residential Design Guidelines.
On October 18, 2017, Mr. Tergis and Ms. Ninaud met with one ofthe developers ofthe Project
and Mr. Tony Kim,the developers' planning consultant. The parties attempted to reach an
agreement, but the member of the developers' group present was not authorized to enter into any
agreements. Mr. Kim asked that Mr. Tergis and Ms. Ninaud put their proposed settlement in
written form so that it could be discussed by all of the developers together. On October 19, 2017,
Mr. Tergis and Ms. Ninaud both emailed and mailed to Mr. Kim the proposed settlement
included as Exhibit D. As of the time of writing ofthis letter, the developers of 520 28th Street
have made no offer to compromise any ofthe issues raised by Mr. Tergis and Ms. Ninaud.
The developers of 520 28th Street acted in stark contrast to the applicant for the construction of a
larger house down the street at 653 28~` Street.(Case no. 2015-016467DRP & DRP-02) In
response to neighbor's comments and staff comments the applicant made all ofthe following
changes:
At the request ofthe neighbor at 657 28th Street changes were made to the
project to provide light and air to 657 28th Street. The modifications included
the removal ofthe project's central light well(the neighbor indicated they
wanted to infill their light well), creation of a side setback where the building
was to extend beyond the neighbor's rear wall, and the shortening ofthe 2nd
and 3rd floors to reduce shadowing on the neighbor's rear wall. Other later
requests were to shorten the 3rd floor further, shorten the 1st floor and lower
the entire building. All requests were complied with at that time aside from
the lowering of the building (the entire building has since been lowered to
meet Residential Design Discretionary Review —Full Analysis CASE NO.
2015-016467DRP & DRP-02 June 8, 2017 653 28th Street 4 Advisory Team
(BOAT)comments —see discussion below). Further requests for reductions to
the 3rd floor were also negotiated. Additional requests to move the entire top
floor further forward by 1 foot 9 inches, to limit the height of solid property-

line parapet guardrails and introduce glass panels to replace a section ofthe
neighbor's high fencing, a translucent screening panel along the light well at
the property line to allow light into the neighbor's back yard, and to limit the
height of any new fences at this side ofthe property-line to 42 inches were
also agreed to (the location ofthe top floor has since been set back to meet
Residential Design Advisory Team's(BOAT)May 3,2017 comments —see
discussion below). Originally proposed 3rd floor rear roof decks were
removed,further lowering the shadow impacts. A shadow study has been
provided. (Planning Staff Report, June 8, 2017, pp. 3-4.)
City Planning Staff found that the applicant for approval 653 28th Street had made the changes to
the Project that allowed the project to comply with the Residential Design Guidelines, and also
had met as many ofthe neighbors' concerns as reasonably feasible. That is not the case with the
applicant for the massive house proposed for 520 28~' Street. The Project does not comply with
the Residential Design Guidelines and to the date ofthis letter, no offers were made to change
any of the project features.
a. Residential Design Guidelines Compliance. The Proposed Project is in direct conflict
with two Principles ofthe Residential Design Guidelines:
Site Design (page 11): the proposal does not adhere to this principal. The building does not
appropriately respond to the upsloping nature ofthe lot, nor is the placement ofthe front decks
take into consideration the neighboring building and their concerns regarding privacy.
Proposed alteration:
• Remove the front decks and terrace the front so that the character ofthe slope is retained
Building Scale and Form (page 23-25): the proposal does not adhere to this principal. The
buildings scale and form is not compatible with that of its surrounding buildings. The buildings
across the street are characterized as one story over garage, the adjacent building at 524 28th
Street is a one-bath house of 1400 square feet, also with steps leading up the hill. The proposed
building is 4385 square feet square feet in size and contains 4 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, a study, a
family room, a dining room and living room. The average single family home on the block is
approximately 1500 square feet. The proposed project raises concerns regarding light, air,
privacy and the general preservation of homes on the block. The Proposed Project with its two
stories and decks will cast a shadow on the adjacent property at 524 28th Street during all ofthe
morning hours given the orientation ofthe lot. Privacy for the occupants ofthe adjacent lot is
minimized as the subject property proposes front decks directly in front of and adjacent to the
living room (i.e., the main room)ofthe adjacent property.
Proposed alteration:
• reduce the size ofthe home by removing extraneous space, specifically the front decks,
and terrace the building with the existing slope so that the master bedroom, basement
level 1 does not protrude out from the slope ofthe hill. The building on top ofthe hill
should be one story instead oftwo stories. The new building should be terraced to the
slope ofthe hill. The facade should be more in keeping with the other houses on the
street.
• reduce the depth ofthe building to address privacy concerns in the rear.
b.Integrity of the Slope and the Aspect of Setting. The subject property is located on an
upward sloping lot that is currently characterized by its wild and lush vegetation and zig zag
steps that take one to the property's front door. The proposal should seek to retain the building's
relationship to the hill and the undeveloped portions ofthe site so as not to destroy the spatial
relationships that characterize the property —size, scale and proportion and massing ofthe
project should be reduced so as to protect the integrity ofthe property and its environment.
3)The City Should Not Grant a Variance

Planning Code section 134(a)(1) requires that in the RH-1 neighborhoods that "[t]he minimum
rear yard depth shall be equal to 25% ofthe total depth ofthe lot on which the building is
situated, but in no case less than 15 feet." Any alteration ofthis requirement would require a
variance pursuant to Planning Code section 305. The Proposed Project at 520 28~' Street is
located on a lot that is 114 feet deep. Therefore, the backyard must be 28 feet six inches, or the
building may only extend 85 feet six inches from the front ofthe lot. The Proposed Project
includes a house that extends 93 feet 9 inches from the front ofthe lot, leaving only 20 feet 3
inches for the backyard. Hence,the applicant needs a variance to build the proposed project as
planned.
The City of San Francisco's requirements for a variance are strict. The Zoning Administrator
must make all ofthe following findings and identify in writing the facts that support the findings:
(1) That there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances applying to the property
involved or to the intended use ofthe property that do not apply generally to other property or
uses in the same class of district;
(2) That owing to such exceptional or extraordinary circumstances the literal enforcement of
specified provisions ofthis Code would result in practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship not
created by or attributable to the applicant or the owner ofthe property;
(3) That such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial
property right ofthe subject property, possessed by other property in the same class of district;
(4) That the granting of such variance will not be materially detrimental to the public
welfare or materially injurious to the property or improvements in the vicinity; and
(5) That the granting of such variance will be in harmony with the general purpose and
intent ofthis Code and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
In the landmark case of Topanga Associationfor a Scenic Community v. County ofLos Angeles
(1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, the California Supreme Court clarified that variances may only be granted
because of special circumstances ofthe property,. including size, shape, topography, location or
surroundings, and that strict application ofthe zoning ordinance deprives such property of
privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity under identical zoning classification.
Further, the case held that the facts must support the administrative agency's findings, and the
findings must support the agency's decision.
In the case of520 28th Street, there are no "exceptional or extraardinary circumstances applying
to property involved ...that do not apply to other property or uses in the same class of district."
In fact, most ofthe houses in the immediate neighborhood are in compliance with the rear yard
setback requirements. Also, there are no facts showing exceptional or extraordinary
circumstances that would allow the City to make the findings required by item 2 above. In fact,
the hardship is to the adjacent property owner at 524 28th Street, because the extension ofthe
house into the rear yard setback area will cause a loss of privacy to the residents of524 28th
Street. Likewise, there are no facts that would support the findings required by items 3,4 and 5
above.
Sincerely.
./`ti ~`
William D. Kopper
Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich

LIST OF PROPOSED CONDITIONS
FOR PROJECT AT 520 28TH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

1) The Applicant must implement all measures recommended by the Building Department
to stabilize the land at 524 28th Street and protect the structural integrity of 524 2gtn
Street, including putting a new foundation under the east wall of 524 28th Street.
2) The Applicant compensate the owners of 524 28th Street for the costs ofthe unnecessary
survey in the amount of$3700 for the cost ofthe survey and $662 recording fees.
3) Shading and Light Study. The proposed new house at 520 28th Street extends north from
the south wall of 524 28th street at a two-story height for approximately 20 feet. This
extension will cut off light and cause shading of 524 28th Street property. The Applicant
shall provide a study showing the impact ofthe project at 520 28~` Street on available light
and shading of524 28th Street.
4) Modify the Front Deck for Privacy Projection. A portion of the front deck proposed for
520 28th Street is elevated above the deck at 524 28~' Street and allows direct viewing into
the front windows. This elevated portion of the deck should be removed from the plans
and access to the deck be provided from a sliding window at the front ofthe house.
5) Vibration Monitoring. 524 28th Street will likely be damaged by the vibrations caused by
the excavation at 520 28th Street. The vibrations will be an annoyance, but may also cause
cosmetic, as well as structural damage. A consulting engineer will photograph 524 2gth
Street, and monitor any damage that occurs from vibrations. The developers should pay
for this vibration monitoring.
6) Elevator Sound Proofing. The elevator sound proofing should be designed by a licensed
acoustical engineer and the engineer should certify that the elevator will not be audible
within 524 28~' Street.
7) Landscape Repair. For a period of two years after construction is completed at 520 2gth
Street the developer should pay for the repair of any erosion or landscaping damage that
occurs at 524 28th Street due to the project construction at 520 28th Street.
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Jerry Tergis and Liliane Ninaud
34650 Mendocino Pass Road
Covelo, CA
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Dear Jerry and Liliane,
At your request, we have reviewed documents provided to us regarding the proposed construction at 520
28th Street, San Francisco, to consult on the possible geotechr,ical impacts to your property at 524 28th
Street. Where appropriate, we have provided a comment or our opinion with regard to geotechnical aspects
considering compliance with minimum code standards, completeness, note of obvious factual errors,
inconsistency of conclusions with data, and standards of geotechnical practice. You have provided the
following documents for our review:
'r`

Issn~tl By
Kotas Pantaleoni
Architects
San Francisco Planning
Department
San Francisco Planning
Department
Kevin O'Conner Inc.

Docum~ ~t Tale ':

,

Architecture`Sheets A1.0, A1.2, A2.0, A2.1,
A3.0, A3.1
CEQA Categorical Exemption Determination
Notice of Building Permit Application
Geotechnical Investigation; Proposed
Residential Building

Data .
,.
1,1 /1 21201 5, revised 2/16/16
4/21/2016 to 5/9/2016,
referring to plans dated
3/29/2017
2/4/2016

Based on our review of the architectural sheets, we understand that the development of 520 28th Street will
involve rebuilding of the existing single-story structure to be a new five story structure. The drawings show
portions of the existing footprint at the rear of the existing dwelling are planned to remain. Three new
"basement" lower levels are planned at the front portion of the proposed building footprint, constructed with
a terraced excavation into the hillside. The specific elevation of foundations is either not shown or illegible
on the plan set that we received, however it appears that an excavation on the order of 30 to 35 feet is
planned for the garage level. A vertical excavation over a distance of approximately 78-foot befween the
520 and 524 28t'' parcels is required to build the basement walls. This excavation is planned to conform
either to the property boundary or the footprint of the dwelling at 524 28'h Street (in the case where the
existing dwelling encroaches onto the 520 28~h parcel).
It is our opinion that the documents provided for our review lack sufficient detail to characterize the risk of
slope instability or deformation due to the planned excavation, and Pack sufficient data to carry out a designlevel plan for underpinning, shoring or retaining structures. We offer the following comments on the
geotechnical report:
~

Subsurface Exploration and Characterization
The O'Conner report has characterized the subsurface conditions based on a regional geologic map
and an exploratory boring to a depth of 3.5 feet. It is our opinion that the subsurface exploration depth
and method used is not appropriate for a characterizing bedrock excavation on the order of 35 feet
deep that is to be retained by piers or tieback anchors.

3234 Alta Lane, Lafayette, ~A 9549 a 925-999-624 = www.graygeotech.com

Section 3.0 on page 4 states that the boring encountered 2 feet of topsoil over 2 feet of silty sand with
traces of highly fractured sandstone rock. Section 4.0 states "the underlying rock is at depth and
consists of sandstone and shale". Figure 4 of the O'Conner report presents a regional geologic map,
with a label showing the underlying bedrock to be Franciscan Complex volcanic rock. Section 5.0 on
page 4 of the O'Conner report states "The site soils consist of dense to very dense silty sand", and
provides the opinion liquefaction is not anticipated "because of the density of the soil and lack of high
water table conditions". We agree that liquefaction is not a risk for this site, however it is our opinion
that this is more so due to the very shallow depth of bedrock rather than depth to groundwater. The
borelog attached to the end of the report describes the bedrock as a "very weathered and fractured
greenstone". Greenstone is an altered volcanic rock type.
Sections 3, 4, 5 and the borelog have some minor inconsistencies, classifying the bedrock as volcanic
material and as sedimentary. Both rock types are common to the Franciscan formation, but would be
expected to have fundamentally different structures. The report does not characterize the bedrock
strength, orientation of bedding planes, joints, fracture spacing or discontinuity frequency. An industry
guideline on current practice "Ground Anchorage Practice" by Stuart Littlejohn states that subsurface
sampling should "identify the fabric or structure of the stratum in which the fixed anchor may be
installed" and in rock "emphasis should be placed on obtaining maximum continuous core recovery'.
An FHWA publication "Ground Anchors and Anchor Systems" recommends that exploration borings
penetrate to a depth below the ground surface of at least twice the wall or slope height,(or to at least
a depth below the bottom of the excavation that is equal to the wall height). FHWA recommends that
exploration should characterize orientations (i.e., strike and dip) of discontinuities and fractures to
evaluate the stability of the rock mass.
Seismic Design Parameters
Section 5.0 of the O'Conner report provides seismic design parameters assuming Site Class D (Stiff
Soil). Site Class D is the default Site Class prescribed by the California Building Cade, however the
shallow depth to bedrock indicates either Site Class A or Site Class B is appropriate. It is our opinion
that Class D is acceptably conservative for this location (it results in both a short period and long period
acceleration equal to or greater than that calculated using Class A/B).
Figure 8 from the O'Conner report provides lateral earth pressure to be applied to the backside of
retaining walls. There is no basis given for this seismic pressure, or how it relates to the ground motions
provided in Section 5.0. it is our experience that seismic wall pressures in rock excavations is
dependent on the stability of the rock mass, which is often controlled by the orientation and spacing of
fractures and discontinuities. This appears to have not been evaluated.
Proposed Underpinning and Shoring Methods
Page 7 of the O'Conner report states that "shoring/underpinning of adjacent foundations can be
achieved using hand excavated pier and drilled piers" The report provides a minimum pier diameter
and lateral resistance value, but does not specify the underpinning pier depth or spacing.
Page 8 provides design criteria for tieback anchors to have a total length of at least 30 feet, and Figure
7 shows four rows of tiebacks to retain the rear (northern) wall of the basement excavation. It is not
clear if tiebacks are being proposed to support shoring along the eastern and western boundary. Based
on the planned location of the basement wall, nearly the entire length of the tieback would encroach
into the neighboring properties at 524 28th street and rear yards of properties on Castro. It is our

524 28th Street, San Francis~n, CA
Geotechnical Gans~~ltazion Rec~ar~ing Adjacent Deve(apme~~t
17-063-01 21 /06117 Fiev T .0

experience that tieback anchors crossing a property boundary require an agreement between the
property owners to grant certain easements and encroachments. The developer may be required to
use an alternate method of shoring support if an easement for tieback installation is not granted.
Estimated Deformation
Page 6 provides an estimate of initial and final settlement of new foundations for the proposed structure.
A deformation monitoring program is proposed, however an estimate of vertical and horizontal
deformation of the adjacent properties (or deformation.of the shoring system) is not provided.
Excavation and Construction Vibrations
Page 7 of the report states "to limit damage to the adjacent structures, demolition equipment should
not cause excessive vibrations" however a vibration threshold or specification is not provided. We
anticipate that excavation of bedrock may also cause ground vibrations if percussive equipment (such
as jack hammers or excavator mounted hydraulic breaker) is required. If desired, vibration monitoring
equipment can be installed to document construction vibration duration,frequency and magnitude. This
can be compared to published relationships between ground vibrations and damage to building
elements (such as plaster or drywall cladding), if need be.
Our review was not exhaustive, but without the benefit of additional information that is specified in this letter
it is our professional opinion that the proposed project may have a detrimental effect upon the stability or
structural integrity of the adjacent home at 524 28th Street. Based on our review of the documents provided
to us, we anticipate that additional design and investigation is required to evaluate the risk and to prepare
plans suitable to carry out construction of the excavation, shoring and retaining wall portions of the project.
We make no representations as to the accuracy of dimensions, measurements, calculations or any other
portion of the design. We hope this provides the information that you require at this time. If you have any
questions, please contact us.
Sincerely,

f\,
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Joe Gray, GE

524 28th Street, San Francisco, Cl~1
Geotechi~ical Gonsultatinn Ragarc~ing Adjacent Develop~ner~t
17-063-01 21 /06.'t 7 Rev 1.0
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Thu, Sep 21, 2017 3:15 pm ,

Details

~~~3~ ARjS S-~~.~i. 20, 2011.pdi(r~7 ~~l

Liliane and Jerry,
Hope all is well.
Attached is the updated survey. You were correct, your property does not encroach into our property_
Below is the email that Barry the surveyor sent me explaining why the survey was off.
Tony,
Af#ached is a revised map. I moved the block fior fhe previous project and did not move it back. We used
that data as the base fiat this one and now with it moved back to the original an amaunt ofi 1 foot. I was the
only one in here with Knowledge ofi that block and my guy ghat did the mapping did nat bring it to my
afitention when he p(oited the topo.
My apologies. Barry
We are in the process of revising our drawings accordingly and for sure we will not wrap the front deck
around your property. If you or Dan would like a full size copy,just let me know and I will drop them in the
mail to you.

https://mail.aol.com/webmail-std/en-us/DisplayMessage?ws_popup=true&ws_suite=true
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Kopper, Morgan &Dietrich
Attorneys at Law
417 E Street
Davis, CA 95616
(530)758-0757
Fax(530)758-2844

Preston L. Morgan
Christopher W.Dietrich

William D. Kopper*
ofCounsel

October 19, 2017

Mr. Tony Kim
Town Consulting Inc.
1253 6~' Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
Re: 520 28~' Street, San Francisco, CA
Dear Mr. Kim:
If was a pleasure to meet with you on October 18 regarcling the proposed replacement ofthe
house at 520 28th Street. As you lrnow, I represent Liliane Ninaud and Jerry Tergis who own the
neighboring house directly to the east at 524 28~' Street. Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis oppose the
proposed new home at 520 28~' Street because it is out of scale with the neighborhood, destroys
the front landscaping that stabilizes the hill for both 520 and 524 28~' Street, threatens the
structural stability oftheir home and is not in compliance with the City's Design Guidelines.
We have put our objections to the proposed project in a letter to the City dated June 22,2017,
which I have attached for your review in the event that you have not yet seen it.
I understand from both the City P1amling Department and yourselfthat the City prefers that
neighbors work out their differences about neighboring projects if at all possible. I do not know
ifit will be possible to work our differences with the developers and investors in the proposed
new house at 524 28~' Street. Despite the undesirability ofthe entire.proposed pmject, Ms.
Ninaud and Mr. Tergis are prepared to make an offer for settlement that they believe will provide
the minimal measures necessary to protect their property from damage from the proposed
project. These measures are as follows:
1. Developer Replace the Foundation Under the East Wall of 524 28th Street. The
Geotechnical Engineer hired by Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis, Joe Gray, has provided an
opinion that the report from the developer's geotechrucal engineer is not complete and
there is insufficient information to determine the potential damage to 524 28th Street from

the excavation at 520 28~' Street. Mr. Grray has stated that it is reasonably likely there
will be damage. The reason for this is the scope ofthe excavation(removal of9704
cubic yards of dirt), and the condition ofthe foundation at 524 28~` Sireet. The
foundation of524 28~ Street is resting upon fractured shale rock, and the house is
supported by a fhin.layer of concrete on top ofthe rock. If any offihe shale rock
underneath 524 28~'Street moves at all, the house will be structurally damaged.. It is
most likely to move on the east side where there will be substantial excavation. The
drilling ofthe holes for the support I-beams on the west side of520 28~' Street may move
the fractured shale rock on the east side of524 28th Street and cause structural damage to
the house. Directly adjacent to the southeast corner ofthe house at 524 28~'Sfreet, the
developers are going to~dig~a 25 foot deep pit. The developer's geotechnical report does
describe how 524 28~' Street will be supported, and instead makes a legal argument that
the developers have no duty to protect the house at 524 28th Street. We believe the only
feasible protection is to replace the east foundation wall and also the short wrap around
the porch in the south east comer ofthe house. We would also ask#hat we have access
to the east wall of524 28~` Street at the tune ofconstruction ofthe new house at 520 28~`
Street so that we can make any necessary repairs to that exterior wall. We want to
renvnd you that Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis want to keep.524 28~ Street as low cost
rental housing in the City, and do not want to be forced to sell their home for another
mega-house development.

2. Payment for Survey. For two years the developers of520 28~ Street insisted that 524
28~ Street encroached onto their property at 520 28~' Street. The developers never
recoxded their survey showing the encroachment, but presented in to the City Planning
Department. The City Planning staffrecommended that Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis
obtain their ovcm survey because staff questioned whether the developers' survey was
accurate. As shown in the attachment to this letter, Ms.. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis did get
their own survey and it of course showed that their house at 524 28~' Street was well
within the property boundaries. Ironically, on the day that the surveyor hired by Ms.
Ninaud and Mr. Tergis completed measurements at 524 28~ Street, the developers
contacted Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis and informed them that irti fact their survey was in
error and 524 28~' Street was not outside its property boundaries. The developers had
reason to know the day when my clients had the surveyor out at the property because one
ofthe developers' sons lives at 520 28~` Sfireet. We would like to see the communication
from the surveyor to the developers first disclosing the error in the survey. My clients
suspect that the developers knew for some time about the error in the survey but did not
disclose it because they wanted leverage on Ms.Ninaud and Mr. Tergis. But even ifthe
survey error is an incident ofirmocent mistake, the developers should still pay because
the error cost Ms. Ninaud and Mr. Tergis a lot of money and grief. We ask that the
developers pay the $3700.00 survey cost and the $662 recording fee.
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3. Shading and Light Study. The proposed new house at 520 28th Street extends north
from the south wall of 524 28th street at a two-story height for approximately 20 feet.
This extension will cut off light and cause shading of524 28~' Steet properly. We
believe a sfudy showing the impact on available light and shading of 524 28~' Street is
appropriate and should be required to better understand the impacts ofthe proposed
project.
4. Modify the Front Deck fox Privacy Projection. As we mentioned in our meeting, a
portion ofthe front deck proposed for 520 28~' Street is elevated above the deck at 524
28~' Street and allows direct viewing into the front windows. We are asking that this
elevated portion ofthe deck be removed from the plans and that access to the deck be
provided from a sliding window at the front ofthe house.
5. Vibration Monitoring. We expect damage to 524 28th Street from the vibrations
caused by the excavation at 520 28th Street. The vibrations will be an annoyance, but they
may also cause cosmetic, as well as structural damage. A consulting engineer will
x Street, and monitor any damage that occurs from vibrations. We
'
photograph 524 28'
'
ask the developers to pay for this vibration monitoring.
6. Elevator Sound Proofing. We ask that the elevator sound proofing be designed by a
licensed acoustical engineer and that the engineer certify that the elevator will not be
audible within 524 28~' Street.
7. Landscape Repair. We ask for a period oftwo yeaxs after construction is completed at
520 28~' Street that the developer pay for the repair of any erosion or landscaping damage
that occurs at 524 28th Street due to the project construction at 520 28th Street.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese proposed mitigation measures, and we appreciate
hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely,
~.'
W✓'
William D. Kopper

February 5, 2018
William D. Kopper
417 E Street
Davis, CA 95616
RE:

520 – 28th Street - 2015-015846DRP

Dear Mr. Kopper:
This letter is in response to your settlement letter dated October 19, 2017.
Please see the project sponsor’s response below:
1) Developer Replace the Foundation Under the East Wall of 524 28th Street
Project sponsor’s response – The project sponsor does not agree to replace the
foundation under the east wall of 524 - 28th Street.
2) Payment for Survey
Project sponsor’s response –The project sponsor will reimburse the DR applicant a
total of $4,362.00 for their cost of a survey ($3,700.00) and the recording fee
($662.00). Project sponsor to remit payment with proof of invoice for the survey and
recording fee.
3) Shading and Light Study
Project sponsor’s response – The proposed project is a two-story structure similar in
height to the DR applicant’s two-story house and the adjacent two-story structures
along the block-face. Because of the properties North/South orientation, the
proposed rear addition for 520 28th Street will only shadow 524’s rear yard in the
early morning. The project does not require a shadow study.
4) Modify the Front Deck for Privacy Projection
Project sponsor’s response – The originally proposed front deck adjacent to 524 28th
Street has been removed. The proposed deck has been greatly reduced in size and
is now 11’-9” away from 524’s property line. The proposed deck is facing away from
the DR applicant’s property to help preserve their privacy. Additionally, the proposed
door providing access to the deck has been removed to further improve the DR
applicant’s privacy.

5) Vibration Monitoring
Project sponsor’s response – Please see attached Pre-construction, lagging
installation and monitoring plan from the project sponsor’s civil engineer.
6) Elevator Sound Proofing
Project sponsor’s response – The proposed elevator shaft wall that abuts the 524property line will be either a 12-inch concrete or 2x6 insulated wall with an air gap at
the property line to minimize any vibration and noise. The elevator walls will have an
STC rating of 50 to 55 to meet the current building code requirement for exterior
walls. The proposed residential elevator will use a hydraulic system to further help
reduce any vibration and noise. The elevator will not impact the residents of 524
28th Street.

7) Landscape Repair
Project sponsor’s response – Project sponsor agrees to reimburse the DR
applicant for the repairs of any landscaping damaged along the shared property
line due to the construction of 520 – 28th Street.
Please us know if you have any any questions.

Tony Kim
Town Consulting
(415) 246 8855

Kevin O’Connor Inc.
Civil Engineering Consultants
3401 Lawton Street
San Francisco, CA 94122

Tel. # 415 665 5223
email: kevino@kocengineering.com

Kevin O’Connor, Inc.
GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION
PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
520 28TH STREET
San Francisco, California
Lot 008 in Block 6604

February 4th, 2016

Project No. 2015KOC095

Kevin O’Connor, Inc.
Civil Engineering Consultants
3401 Lawton Street
San Francisco, CA 94122

Tel. # 415 665 5223
email: kevino@kocengineering.com
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of our geotechnical investigation for the proposed
residential building to be located at 520 28th, Street, San Francisco. The site is located
approximately 430 feet east of the intersection with Diamond Street, in San Francisco.
The site is 114.00’ long by 25.00’ wide and is currently occupied by a two story wooden
structure which was built in 1917. The site is situated on a hillside about 34 feet above
sidewalk. The lot fronts on 28th Street, which parallels the southern property line. The
site plan is shown on Figure 2.
The current plans are to demolish the existing structure to make way for the new
structure. The new construction will require excavations into the hillside as shown on
Figure 7. Minor excavations will be required for the upper level structure which can be
founded on spread footings as described in section 7 of this report.

2.0 SCOPE OF SERVICES
Our scope of services includes exploring the subsurface conditions at the site,
performing laboratory tests and engineering analyses, and developing conclusions and
recommendations in order to establish criteria for the structural design. Our scope
includes the following:











Site drilling and soil sampling.
Soil and groundwater conditions.
Estimates of foundation settlement.
Site grading, fill and compaction criteria.
Design parameters for earth shoring and underpinning.
Lateral pressures for retaining walls.
Site seismicity and seismic hazards, including liquefaction potential.
San Francisco Building Code site class and seismic factors.
Construction considerations.
Presentation of results of the investigation including recommendations in the
report.

We have also reviewed applicable subsurface data from geotechnical engineering
studies performed in the vicinity of this property.
Our findings and recommendations are presented in this report.
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3.0 FIELD INVESTIGATION AND LABORATORY TESTING
Detailed site reconnaissance and subsurface exploration were performed on September
1st, 2015. A test boring using a continuous auger drill was drilled to a depth of 4 feet
below grade where it reached refusal due to the hard rock material encountered. Two
feet of topsoil underlain by two feet of very dense silty sand with traces of highly
fractured sandstone rock was encountered. No free water was observed at the time.
Results of samples from test boring are presented in Figure 3. The soil encountered
was classified according to the classification chart described in Figure 5 and laboratory
results on Figure 8. The soil is classified as SM. The boring was backfilled at the
conclusion of the investigation.
A sample from a depth of 4 feet was collected during drilling and re-examined in our
office. A sieve analysis was carried out in the laboratory and results are presented in
Figure 3 and Figure 9.

4.0 SITE AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
The USGS map of the north quadrant of San Francisco indicates the site to be
underlain by Franciscan Complex volcanic rock (early Cretaceous and/or late Jurassic).
The underlying rock is at depth and consists of sandstone and shale. A more detailed
map prepared by the state of California (Seismic Hazard Zones) indicates the site is not
in a zone of liquefaction potential.

5.0 REGIONAL SEISMICITY AND FAULTING
The San Francisco Bay Area is the most seismically active region of the United States.
The nearest faults are San Andreas Fault 5.9 miles to the south west, Hayward fault
12.6 miles to the north east. There are other minor and inactive faults in the vicinity.
The site soils consist of dense to very dense silty sand. Moderate to severe shaking is
anticipated due to seismic action which is expected to occur within the next 30 years.
Because of the density of the soil and lack of high water table conditions, liquefaction is
not anticipated. A rigid type foundation will help minimize foundation related distress.

Seismic Design
At a minimum, the structural seismic design should be in accordance with the provisions
of 2013 California Building Code (CBC) including the following:





Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) Ss of 1.628g and S1 of 0.749g .
Site Class D
Site Coefficients; Fa=1.0, Fv=1.5
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) spectral response acceleration
parameters at short periods, SMS of 1.628g, and at one-second period, SM1, of
1.124g .
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Fault Rupture
Historically, ground surface ruptures closely follow the trace of geologically young faults.
The site is not within an Earthquake Fault Zone, as defined by the Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Act and no known active or potentially active faults exist on the
site. Therefore, we conclude the risk of fault offset at the site from a known active fault
is low. In a seismically active area, the remote possibility exists for future faulting in
areas where no faults previously existed; however, we conclude the risk of fault rupture
(surface faulting) from an unknown fault and consequent secondary ground failure is
low.

Liquefaction, Lateral Spreading and Differential Compaction
Liquefaction is a transformation of soil from a solid to a liquefied state during which
saturated soil temporarily loses strength resulting from the buildup of excess pore water
pressure, especially during earthquake-induced cyclic loading. Soil susceptible to
liquefaction includes loose to medium dense sand and gravel, low-plasticity silt, and
some low-plasticity clay deposits.
Lateral spreading is a phenomenon in which surficial soil displaces along a shear zone
that has formed within an underlying liquefied layer. Upon reaching mobilization, the
surficial blocks are transported downslope or in the direction of a free face by
earthquake and gravitational forces. Differential compaction is a phenomenon in which
non-saturated, cohesionless soil is compacted by earthquake vibrations, causing
differential settlement.
No groundwater was observed at the site during our field investigation. Therefore, we
conclude the potential for liquefaction-induced settlement is not a concern and lateral
spreading at the location of the proposed area of work is to be controlled by the
proposed foundation support system.

6.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that, from a geotechnical engineering standpoint, the site is suitable for
the proposed development, provided that the recommendations presented in this report
are incorporated into the project plans and specifications and implemented during
construction.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Foundations
The proposed foundation can be safely supported on spread footing foundations which
bear on the near surface bedrock materials. All footings should extend at least 18
inches below the lowest adjacent finished grade or to the depth of any adjacent
footings, whichever is deeper. All footings should extend through any fill materials or
loose soils to bear in the bedrock materials that underlie the site.
The perimeter continuous foundation system should be designed to span 10 feet as a
simple beam and to cantilever 5 feet at the building corners. If excavations are made
below footings of adjacent buildings and below sidewalks, shoring/underpinning may be
required. Reference is made to Deerings civil code, extracts of which are included in
Figure 10. Initial settlement is not expected to exceed ½” in 50 feet and final settlement
is not expected to exceed 1” in 50 feet. Waterproofing and drainage is required beneath
the slab. Drainage should consist of a perforated drainage system.
We recommend that all continuous footings be tied together with reinforcing steel and
that any isolated footings be tied into the continuous footings with tie-beams or grade
beams that extend between the isolated footings.
Any footings located on or adjacent to slopes steeper than 4:1 should be founded at the
depths necessary to provide at least 7 feet of horizontal distance between the footings
and slope face. In addition, any footings located adjacent to utility trenches or other
footings should also have their bearing surfaces below an imaginary 1.5:1 (horz:vert)
plane projected upward from the edge of the bottom of the adjacent trench or footing.

Retaining Walls
Retaining walls located on the site should be designed to resist lateral earth pressures
and additional lateral pressures that may be caused by surcharge loads applied at the
ground surface behind the walls.
A minimum factor of safety of 1.5 is required for sliding and overturning. For seismic
conditions refer to Figure 8.
The walls should also be designed to resist an additional uniform pressure equivalent to
⅓ of the maximum anticipated surcharge load applied at the surface behind the walls.
For restrained walls the surcharge pressure equivalent to ½ the vertical surcharge. The
pressure diagrams can be seen on Fig. 8.
The retaining walls at this property should be designed in accordance with the pressure
diagrams as shown on Figures 7 and 8 which assume that sufficient drainage will be
provided behind the walls to prevent the buildup of hydrostatic pressures from surface
6
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and subsurface water infiltration. Adequate drainage should be provided by a sub-drain
system consisting of a 4 inch diameter perforated pipe (PVC SDR 35) in drain rock
wrapped effectively with filter fabric to a height of ⅔ of the height of the retaining wall.
The remaining portion of the walls should be backfilled with onsite or approved import
material and compacted to at least 90% relative compaction. At property line walls
where no space is available for drain pipes, Mira-drain or approved equal may be used.
The wall drain shall be connected to the city sewer system incorporating the catch-basin
in accordance with city requirements. The wall should be waterproofed by hot mopping
or other approved method.
Lateral forces can be resisted by passive pressure acting on the vertical face of the
foundation and by friction forces on the underside of the foundation system. The upper
1 foot of soil should be ignored unless confined by a slab.

Site Preparation and Fill Placement
All existing improvements within the proposed construction site should be removed
during site demolition, as necessary. Existing foundations or slabs encountered during
site preparation should be broken up and removed. In addition, to limit damage to the
adjacent structures, demolition equipment should not cause excessive vibrations.
Existing utilities within three feet of the sub-grade should also be located and dealt with
appropriately. The site should be graded such that water flows away from any
foundations and is drained to a suitable collection point.
All on-site materials below the stripped layer having an organic content of less than 3
percent by volume are suitable for use as backfill. Any imported fill materials required at
the site should be non-expansive with a plasticity index of 12 less. All fill material placed
at the site should not contain rocks or lumps greater than 3 inches, in greatest
dimension with not more than 15% larger than 3 inches. All structural fill at the site
should be placed in loose lifts not to exceed 8 inches and compacted to 90% relative
compaction. The upper 12 inches directly beneath proposed pavements should be
compacted to 95% relative compaction. The compaction should be by mechanical
means as determined by ASTM Test designation D1557-70.

Shoring & Underpinning
Shoring/Underpinning of adjacent foundations can be achieved using hand excavated
pier and drilled piers. The construction of such should be carried out by specialist
contractors. Piers should be a minimum of 18 inch diameter and passive resistance
should be taken over 2 pier diameters.
Since the topography of the area slopes upward to the north, construction of the lower
levels will require excavations into the existing slope that may enlarge up to 30 feet or
more in depth. Temporary shoring should be provided along the eastern, northern and
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western limits of the garage/basement excavation in order to provide adequate lateral
support for the adjacent properties and the northern face of the excavation.

Tieback Design Criteria
Design criteria for tiebacks are presented on Figure 7. The minimum tieback unbonded
length shall be 15 feet. The load carrying capacity can be calculated on the remaining
length of the tieback, the bonded length. The bonded length should have a minimum
length of 15 feet. The load capacity of the tiebacks depends on the drilling method,
diameter, grout pressure, and method of installation. We recommend that all tiebacks
be post grouted under pressure. An allowable bond load transfer of 2,500psf may be
used for the pressure-grouted tiebacks, as an initial estimate. The contractor is
responsible for achieving the desired load capacities. Any tiebacks which fail may be
locked off and given a 50% reduced capacity. Tiebacks shall be installed at an angle of
declination 15 degrees to the horizontal.
The bars shall not be tested to more than 80% of their ultimate capacity. The first
tieback shall be performance tested to 1.25 times the design load, per table 1. The first
tie back shall then be tested to its ultimate capacity until the lower of failure, or 80% of
tendon ultimate capacity, is reached. All other tie backs should be proof tested to 1.25
times the design load, per table 2. More testing may be required, under our supervision,
and to the satisfaction of nationally accepted geotechnical standards, depending on
differing soil conditions, geometry, changes in drilling or installation, or other conditions.
Permanent tiebacks shall consist of double corrosion protected bar, grouted in an
oversized drill hole. Centralizers should be used to assure good grout cover
(approximately 1 inch) around the bar.
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Table 1.

Anchor Performance Testing
Loading Cycle
1
2

3

4

5

Applied Load
AL
0.25DL
AL
0.25DL
0.5DL
AL
0.25DL
0.5DL
0.75DL
AL
0.25DL
0.5DL
0.75DL
1.0DL
AL
0.25DL
0.5DL
0.75DL
1.0DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
AL

Observation period

Anchor Movement
0

1 Minute
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Table 2.

Anchor Proof Testing
Loading Cycle
1
2
3
4
5

Applied Load
AL
0.25DL
0.5DL
0.75DL
1.0DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
1.25DL
AL

Observation period

Anchor Movement
0

1 Minute
2
3
4
5
7
10

Grout
Grout, Portland cement ASTM c150 shall be used for the tiebacks. The grout shall
consist of neat cement grout with a water cement ratio of less than or equal to 0.45.
Grouting should take place promptly after drilling and tendon insertion. Tendon testing
shall be performed 4 days after grout installation.

Concrete slabs on grade
In order to provide free drainage, slabs on grade are to be founded on ¾” crushed drain
rock. A 10 mil thick plastic sheet water vapor barrier is to be incorporated beneath the
slab and is to be protected by a 2 inch layer of sand.
TABLE 1
Gradation requirements for drain rock
Sieve Size
Percentage Passing Sieve
Gravel or Crushed Rock
1 inch
90 - 100
¾ inch
30 - 100
½ inch
5 – 25
3/8 inch
0-6
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TH

520 28 STREET
BLOCK: 6604
LOT: 008
ZONING: RH-1
HT. LIMIT: 40-X
OCCUPANCY: R-3
CONSTRUCTION:

1. ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE TO FACE OF STUD, FACE OF CONCRETE, OR FACE OF BLOCK, U.O.N.
VERTICAL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN TO TOP OF SLAB, FLOOR JOISTS OR FLOOR FRAMING.
2. CONTRACTOR AND SUBCONTRACTORS SHALL FAMILIARIZE THEMSELVES WITH EXISTING CONDITIONS
PRIOR TO COMMENCING WORK.

5B

SQUARE FOOTAGE:
LOT SIZE:

3. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS. WRITTEN DIMENSIONS TAKE PRECEDENCE. CONTRACTOR TO NOTIFY
ARCHITECT OF ANY DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN FIELD CONDITIONS AND DIMENSIONS/CONDITIONS SHOWN
IN THESE DRAWINGS.

2850 SQ.FT.

4. MECHANICAL, PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL AND SPRINKLER PERMITS SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THOSE SUBCONTRACTORS.

(E) BUILDING:
ST

1 FLOOR:
DECKS:

5. AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION IS TO BE PERFORMED UNDER A
SEPARATE PERMIT OBTAINED BY THE FIRE PROTECTION SUBCONTRACTOR. FIRE SPRINKLERS ARE
DESIGNED TO BE ZONED BY FLOOR. FIRE ALARM ZONED BY FLOOR AND DEVICE.

1,204 SQ. FT.
182 SQ. FT.

6. STREET AND SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENTS SHALL BE CONDUCTED UNDER SEPARATE PERMITS.

PROPOSED BUILDING
BASEMENT #3:
BASEMENT #2:
BASEMENT #1:
ST
1 FLOOR:
ND
2 FLOOR:
TOTAL BUILDING SIZE:
DECKS:
GARAGE:
HABBITABLE:
ADDITION SIZE:

7. CONTRACTOR SHALL REVIEW AND UTILIZE SPECIFICATIONS PROVIDED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS SET
OF CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS. ARCHITECT SHOULD BE NOTIFIED OF ANY DISCREPANCY BETWEEN
DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS.

699 SQ. FT.
564 SQ. FT.
711 SQ. FT.
1,299 SQ. FT.
1,112 SQ. FT.
4,385 SQ.FT.

8. ELEVATOR TO COMPLY WITH CODES SET FORTH IN CHAPTER 30 OF THE UBC. INSTALLATION OF THE
ELEVATOR ACCESS HATCH WILL BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH NFPA 72, 1996 EDITION, UNDER SEPARATE
PERMIT.
9. SHORING AND UNDERPINNING WORK TO BE UNDER SEPARATE PERMITS.
10. ALL WORK PERFORMED WILL COMPLY WITH THE AMERICAN DISABLITIES ACT OUTLINED IN SECTIONS
10&11 IN THE CBC. SEE SHEET A1.2 FOR STANDARD ACCESSIBILITY DETAILS APPLICABLE THROUGHOUT
PROJECT.

756 SQ. FT.
513 SQ. FT.
3,191 SQ. FT.

11. SOUND TRANSMISSION CONTROL TO BE PROVIDED AS REQUIRED BY APPENDIX CHAPTER 35, 1992 SFBC
(STC AND IIC OF 50 BETWEEN UNITS).

3176 SQ.FT.

12. THE BUILDING SHALL COMPLY WITH VENTILATION REQUIRMENTS. SEE CODE SECTION 1202.2.7

BUILDING CODE:
2016 CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODE (CBC)
2016 SAN FRANCISCO ADDENDUMS TO CBC
ENERGY CODE - TITLE 24
2016 SAN FRANCISCO MECH. & ELEC. CODES
2016 SAN FRANCISCO FIRE CODES

&
<
@
C
#
P

AND
ANGLE
AT
CENTERLINE
DIAMETER OR ROUND
POUND OR NUMBER
PROPERTY LINE

ABV
AC
ADJ
A.F.F.
AL.
APPROX.
ARCH.

ABOVE
AIR CONDITIONER
ADJUSTABLE
ABOVE FINISH FLOOR
ALUMINUM
APPROXIMATE
ARCHITECTURAL

BD.
BLDG.
BLK.
BLKG.
BM.
B.W.

BOARD
BUILDING
BLOCK
BLOCKING
BEAM
BOTTOM OF WALL

CAB.
CEM.
CER.
CLG.
CL.
CLR.
COL.
CONC.
CONT.
CTR.

CABINET
CEMENT
CERAMIC
CEILING
CLOSET
CLEAR
COLUMN
CONCRETE
CONTINUOUS
CENTER

DBL.
DEPT.
D.F.
DET.
DIA.
DIM.
DN.
DTL.
DW
DWG.

DOUBLE
DEPARTMENT
DRINKING FOUNTAIN
DETAIL
DIAMETER
DIMENSION
DOWN
DETAIL
DISHWASHER
DRAWING

(E)
EA.
EL.
ELEC.
ELEV.
EQ.
EQPT.
EXP.
EXT.

EXISTING
EACH
ELEVATION
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
EQUAL
EQUIPMENT
EXPANSION
EXTERIOR

FAU
F.D.

FORCED AIR UNIT
FLOOR DRAIN

FDN.
FIN.
FL.
FLUOR.
F.O.C.
F.O.F.
F.O.C.
FT.
FTG.
FURR.
FUT.

FOUNDATION
FINISH
FLOOR
FLUORESCENT
FACE OF CONCRETE
FACE OF FINISH
FACE OF STUDS
FOOT OR FEET
FOOTING
FURRING
FUTURE

GA.
GALV.
GD.
GYP.

GAUGE
GALVANIZED
GRADE
GYPSUM

H.B.
H/C
H.C.
HDW.
HDWD.
H.M.
HT.
HWH

HOSE BIB
HANDICAPPED
HOLLOW CORE
HARDWARE
HARDWOOD
HOLLOW METAL
HEIGHT
HOT WATER HEATER

INSUL.
INT.

INSULATION
INTERIOR

JAN.
JT.
LAM.
LAV.
LT.

JANITOR
JOINT
LAMINATE
LAVATORY
LIGHT

MAX.
MECH.
MEMB.
MFR.
MIN.
MISC.
M.O.
MTD.

MAXIMUM
MECHANICAL
MEMBRANE
MANUFACTURER
MINIMUM
MISCELLANEOUS
MASONRY OPENING
MOUNTED

(N)
N.I.C.
NO. OR #
N.T.S.

NEW
NOT IN CONTRACT
NUMBER
NOT TO SCALE

O.C.
O.D.

ON CENTER
OUTSIDE DIAMETER

PL.
P.LAM.
PLYWD.
PR.
P.T.

PLATE
PLASTIC LAMINATE
PLYWOOD
PAIR
PRESSURE TREATED

PT.
PTN.

POINT
PARTITION

R.
R.D.
REF.
REINF.
REQ.
RM.
R.O.
RWD.
R.W.L.

RISER
ROOF DRAIN
REFRIGERATOR
REINFORCED
REQUIRED
ROOM
ROUGH OPENING
REDWOOD
RAIN WATER LEADER

S.C.
SCHED.
SECT.
SHT.
SIM.
SPEC.
SQ.
SST.
STD.
STL.
STOR.
STRL.
SUSP.
SYM.
S.S.D.

SOLID CORE
SCHEDULE
SECTION
DRAWING SHEET
SIMILAR
SPECIFICATION
SQUARE
STAINLESS STEEL
STANDARD
STEEL
STORAGE
STRUCTURAL
SUSPENDED
SYMETRICAL
SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

T
T.B.D.
T.B.S.
T.C.
TEL.
T&G
THK.
T.P.
T.W.
TYP.

TREAD
TO BE DETERMINED
TO BE SELECTED
TOP OF CURB
TELEPHONE
TONGUE & GROOVE
THICK
TOP OF PAVEMENT
TOP OF WALL
TYPICAL

U.O.N.

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

V.I.F.
VERT.

VERIFY IN FIELD
VERTICAL

W/
W.C.
W/D
WD.
WDO.
W/O
WP.
WT.

WITH
WATER CLOSET
WASHER/DRYER
WOOD
WINDOW
WITHOUT
WATERPROOF
WEIGHT

ARCHITECTURAL/CIVIL
A1.0
A1.1
A1.2
A1.4
A1.5
A1.6
A1.7

SITE PLAN, CITY INFORMATION
GREEN BUILDING CHECKLIST
VACINITY MAP
SURVEY
EXISTING FLOOR PLANS & ELEVATIONS
EXISTING ELEVATIONS
DEMOLITION DIAGRAMS & CALCULATION
DEMOLITION DIAGRAMS & CALCULATION

A2.0
A2.1
A2.2

BASEMENT FLOOR PLANS
ST
BASEMENT 3 & 1 FLOOR PLANS
ND
2 FLOOR PLAN

A3.0
A3.1
A3.2

SOUTH ELEVATION
TH
SOUTH 28 STREET ELEVATION
ELEVATIONS & SECTION

CLIENT
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th
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San Francisco, CA 94110
ARCHITECT
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